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There is a Toyota commercial that proclaims 
'you asked for it, you got it!" Well, I.C. students, 
__ here is what you asked (or. A survey last fall 
showed-a desire for the menu to return to the pages 
of The Ithacan. Stunned by the results, the editors 
oevertheless withheld-the bill of fare. 
This semester, amid·a chorus of guffaws, The · 
Ithacan maintained.its position that the menu is not 
the lifeblood of its existence. Still the- uproar 
continued. The administrator responsible for 
fielding 30 to 40 inquiries. a night regarding the 
menu asked how we'd feel in her place. 
One person pointed out to us that it is only 
natural for on-campus students who are required to 
eat in the dining halls to be curious about the 
scheduled gastronomic delights. Au contrare, mon 
ami! The menus appear to run in cyclical patterns 
and therefore should be decipherable without the 
aid of SAGA's finest. 
To be frank, when confronted with a choice 
1 IB7) ;--~G:.: 
between continuing an intellectuaj,11, }ti~b1?iting ' 
story on a subject such as capital' irlfnisnmen.l,,or 
printing the menu, the editors of the paper feel the 
latter is unquestionably expendable. Criticism has 
also reached the paper regarding the publication of 
various Zodi;lC news items in lieu of the menu. 
Zodiac covers 'developments of interest with 
consequences affecting the average college student 
granted, the menu affectsus, but we are a 
newspaper not a political arm of the SAGA 
· Corporation. 
··Yriday,, 4/P, 
Lunch 
(lattn Fril•d Fish and Chips 
Sausage Links 
Coln Cut Platters 
Fruit!; arid Juices 
Bagels and Toasts 
Dinner 
Tuesday·, 4'J1.2' 
Lunch 
Hamburgers 
Chili Macaroni 
Thursday, 4/).4 
Lunch 
(l_~ound Reef and Potato Pie w / Gravy 
Turkey Cold Plate Cold Cut. Hoagies 
Bacon, Ll·ttuce ann Tomato Sandwich 
Franks ann Rakl'd Hl'ans· 
Kn.ick~rbocker Sandwich Oven Baked Chicken 
Spaghetti w / Meat Sauce 
Cream Cheese and Nut on Brown Bread Turkey Salad Coln Platl' 
Dinner Dinnt•r Tuna lloagil' DinnPr Swiss. Steak 
. fhikcd Fish Almondine 
Ml·athall Stew 
!--crambll'n J<;ggs 
Saturd~y, 4'ft 
Bakc•d Ham · 
,tonday, 41h 
Lunch 
~loppv Joe on Run 
Raked Meatloaf w / Gravy 
Pork Chops 
Vegetarian F.ggplant Parmesan 
Wednesday, 41J.3 
GrillP<l Chopped Steak 
Swt•t>t and Sour Pork 
Livt-r ann Onions 
Lunch · 
(:rilled Cheese Sandwich 
Chili w ,' Beans 
Tuna and Egg Salad Setups 
S,\L/\D BAR 
Sunday, 4/lO 
lln11wh 
Blul'hl'rrv Pancakes 
Farnwr St.vie Scramblen Eggs 
I•ril·d Eggs · · 
Oinr,.r 
;-,t<'ak 
1'riml· Ribs 
M<;>Mnster Pizza 
~allopl'd llam ann Potato--Cassl'rok 
Fruit Plate withJ'.ottage Cheese 
Egg Burgers 
Dinrwr 
Roast Turkey 
Bl·d Stpw . 
Italian Sausage Sannwich 
Lunch 
Barhequcn Pork Sandwich 
Macaroni and Cheese 
Egg Foo Yong _with Oriental Rice 
Cole! \' l•getable Plate 
SANDWICH BAR 
l)i111wr 
Roast Reef 
Lasag!1a 
Speci~! Burger 
.published independently by the students of Ithaca College 
. ..I•. 
Chet>~l' ann Rrown Ril'l' Casserole 
AGA 
April 7, 1977 
Vol. 50 /No. 23 
Ithaca College 
Ithaca, New York 
Conflict Arises over Concert 
[The-following is an explanation 
of the controversy between the 
Afro-Latin Society and the ·Bur-
eau of Concerts. Statements by 
each of the organizations appear 
on page 2.J · 
this has led to charges from ALS 
that the BOC is not sensitive to 
the needs of minority students on 
campQs. 
BOC Chairperson Howard 
Bloom feels that the ALS char-
ges are unfair. He says that of 
Student Congress approved the four . major concerts on 
the BOC, but performances by 
two artists of general appeal to 
the College community. Her 
defined a· "Black" concert to be 
the performance of any individ-
ual or group, regardless of race, 
that has been schduled and 
arranged with considerable input 
from ALS, and that Billy Joel. 
does not· fall into this category 
either. · 
Efforts to settle the issue 
and find an acceptable comprom-
ise between the two groups were 
attempted before it was brought 
before Congress, but failed. The 
original motion put before Con-
gress by members of the Con-
gress Steering Committe-e would 
have had the Student Govern-
continued on page 15 
a motion Tuesday night that will · campus this year that two of 
permit the Ithaca College Afro-- them -have been "Black," these 
Latin Society· (ALS) to have / being the shows that featured 
equal decision-making authority George Benson and Ramsey 
Dana Pr9:fessors'Named 
with the Bureau of Concerts Lewis. George Benson's name 
Profess~r of politics Harvey , BOC) on the programming of the appt!ared on the list given to the 
outdoor concert scheduled for• BOC by ALS, and when Benson Viresidc, orchestra conductor 
Pam~la Gearhart, and professor 
May 1, in addition to having the was booked for December, - of English John Harcourt have 
BOC give ALS $1500 for pro: Bloom asked ALS if they would hcen named Charles A. Dana 
gramming during Black and consider having the Cultural Prof<·ssors at Ithaca Coll~ge. 
Latin Cultural Weekend which Weekend then, which AJ;,S de- "A Dana Professorship is 
begins on May 22.z clined to do. the highest honor Ithaca College 
This motion is t4e result of a ALS did cosponser the Ram- can hestow on a faculty mem-
controversy between the two ·sey Lewis concert with the hl'r," said President James J. 
groups which deals.: with the Student Activities - Board on Whaltn, "and I am pleased to· 
failure of the BOC to schedule a February 25, but again declined recommend these three out-
concert on. Black and Latin to change the date of Cultural ..,landing memhers of our faculty 
Cultural Weekend with a band We'ekend. The arrangements to . to th1• hoard of Trustees." 
vard University Press. He has 
held a number of fl'llowships and 
research associate positions; he 
has recently been awarded a 
grant by the National Endow-
nwnt · for the Humanities to 
attend a seminar on Human 
Natun• and Politics next summer 
at Smith Colll'ge. Ile holds 
bachelor''- and master\ degrees 
from Harvard University ann a 
doctorate from the New School 
for Social Research. · · 
th(• <:reatl·r Ruffalo Youth Or-
ch1·stra, which started with 
Plr ·n playprs and now numbers 
rnon· than a hUndn•d. , In Ithaca 
,h(• has ronducted two· special 
1·om·('rt, for <"l<·mentary school 
-,t udt'nts. Shi• holds a graduatl' 
diploma from lhc Curtis Institute 
of Musi1·.' 
conti(\ued on page 9 
acceptable to ALS. Billy Jo.el has contract Lewis were made before I larve,v Firesicle ffas heen on 
:,, been contracted to· perform on the Billy , Joel concert was the Collcgl' faculty in the politics 
campus April 23 (Saturday night ; announced, and ALS members d1•partment since 1968 and in 
Pamela Gearhart came to 
I.he C:olh:ge a:year ago from the 
University of Buffalo to hecome 
an associate professor of music 
and directo;r o( the College 
orche!-.tras. "She is only in her 
second year with the College, hut 
she has already done a magnifi-
eant job in developing a truly 
1·xccllent orchestra."said ,Joel 
Sl<•gaT[ dean of the School of 
Mu..,i<·. "She is highly respected 
h:,· 1·oll<·agucs aml students, not 
onklv a., an excellent musician 
but ;!-. someone deeply concerned 
with the education of students.'.' 
Current Acting H&S Dean, 
Thomas Longin, was "officially" 
appointed to continue in his 
position last week by President 
Whalen. Whalen chose Lo~gin 
from several candidates who 
we·re recommended by the H&S 
Pean Search Committee which 
hegan its work last October. 
of the ALS Cultural Weelcend), say that. they felt confident BOC that time has distinguished him-
but ALS maintafos that this does was trying to schedule a.n -,pJf a!-. a teacher and scholar _of 
not conform with the cultural appropriate concert for their Russian politics, and by his 
theme of.the weekend._ Cultural Weekend. Had they I wi:i.vice to the cause of human 
ALS had originally request- known that Billy Joel was to be rights on an intern;,i.tional scale. 
ed the BOC in November to book sched~led for thM weekend, they "Ill' is not ·just a scholar and a 
a suitable band for the Cultural sa,v they would not hav€"inve$ted ·l<·ach<·r," said Tom Longin, hu-
, Weekend and -supplied a list ·of money in Lewis but would ·have rnanili<·s and s<:icnces dean at the 
acceptable groups. At that time,._ saved it for a band of their own < 'olll'gt·.- ''hl· has involved himself 
ALS stated that the ·tentative - choice in April. 111 th" larger- international com-
dates for the Cultural Weedend (Position· statements· from munit,v working for.·the cause of 
were Ap~il 15-17 or .. 22-24,-and both organiza.tions·oh this issue. ,illilividualswhoareheld prisoner 
in their own countries.'''. Fireside 
· the BOC said that 'the list would can be found on .page two.) has heen active in Amnesty 
be considered. At Tu~sday night's Con- . .lnt1:rnational for the past five 
, With the knowledge.· _that_ gress meeting ALS Qhairperson , y~·tirs. 
· · ,the. Cultur:/,1 Weekend w11s t~ be Bill ~ride said that_ ~'e goes riot . In 1972, 'h.is hook "icon and 
heh:i on one of . these two,.,.. consider the, appearance of Ben-. , Swastika: Russian Orthodox 
.. weekends in -April, the :BOC ·so_n_and L"ewis on caii}pus to be . Church under ·Nazi· and Soviet 
In her career as a conductor, 
(;earhart has distinguished her-
self hoth in her work with college 
stuclcnLs; and as a condyct9r of 
·.vouth prchestras. She was _on 
· ;·the faculty at ·the University of 
Jt.i1Halo for twenty, years, and 
during that time 'she also formed 
• 
"I must honestly admit, I _, 
didn't think anyone would out-
class Tom as a candidate, ."re-
marked President Whalen when 
he spoke to the faculty last week. 
Longin received a warm round 
of applause from his colleagues 
immediate!~· following the an-
nouncement. 
President Whal~n listed . 
several qualifications he felt 
were required of the H&S Dean 
and expressed his confidence in •. ' 
Tom ,Longin. -. . its .. '. :~i-~n~? Bi!iy Joel for April 2~, and "B_lack"_con~erts,.as 'c!aimed by : . C'.ontrol," was published hy Jfar-
,.,.;,.,,,/_ '·t;)":'•\' ., ,:','. 1 f7'. t: · . -, . · 
,.-.r.;oJr.t'ffer .. :f.Y:/:t1/.:. _~; · : .. ··)·. . -: 
. ~· 
. - . .: - \, 
Ithacan 
Inquirer 
By Audrey Weiss 
I This wee/c 's question ~as asked. 
of f_aculty me,bers J 
Question- What do you think of 
President Whalen's appointment 
of Acting Provost Frank Falcone 
for 11e:rt year? 
Jake Ryan, Politics 
lie had no choice. It would 
he nicl' if the search committee 
t"onsultcd the faculty. I wonder 
\\ h.v they couldn't find anyone. 
Shirely 0. Hockett, Math 
Jules Burgevin, Sociology 
In much the same way that 
Pre»ident Whalen and other 
academic administrators deter-
mine what faculty are hired at 
Ithaca College, I feel that the 
faculty here should have a voice 
in who is hired to be provost. 
The faculty had nothing to say 
ahout Frank Falconc's appoint-
ment therefore I do not think he 
should be appointed Acting Pro-
vost at Ithaca College. 
photo missin~ 
Zlorne Hl3!1pied, Applied Writ-
ing 
\\'"· as members of the 
.\fro-Latin Societv, considered 
to ,h<' t·hartt-r m~mbers of the 
Stud1·nt (;ovt•rnment of Ithaca 
l 'ollt·gl'. \\ ish to make public our 
vii•,, s and opinions concerning 
Ithaca Collt•ge Bureau of Con-
<'(·rt..,-, and their acts of indiffer-
<'IH'!' to\\ a rel the minority stu-
dPnt population on the campus of 
Ithaca Colh·gc. _ We view the 
111att n as onl' not of a racial 
11al un•, hut most assuredlv as 
ha\ ing it\, roots tied to politics. 
Thi-.. i-.. a politically and morally 
moti, att•d aetion on the part of 
till' ,\fro-Latin Society. more or 
li·~s. not to only insure against 
· -..ul'h n·o<'<'Urcnces in the future. 
hut also to assert oi.rr political 
po,it ion and attitude~ in rnlation 
to th1· Ithaca College Commu-
1111.1. 
Thi· point is that once again. 
a, ,o 111any time!. in the past . the 
llrrrl'atr of Conct'rts has proven to 
hl' V!'ry inaffective and insensi-
t i, 1· to till' needs of minority 
,t 11d1·nh on the, Ithaca College 
1·a111p11, in most aspects of their 
progra111rning-. Rasicall:i,·. what 
should lw argued here is whether 
t ht· lltrr·l'atr of Concerts. accord-
111g to a verbal committment 
111.idt· h.,· them earlier to ALS, 
,hould hve made an effort to try 
to 1·ont.ract an entertainment 
group for Black and Latin 
crrlt ural \\ eekend. The next 
qtll',tion vou should ask is: If 
t ht·l't: \I as· an.v t:rfort on thl· part 
of tht• Bureau of Concerts in 
._ g-aining a group for Black and 
· I.at.in cultural ·w(•ekend. then 
11 a-.. the l'l'fort sincere enough to 
11 arrant a successful concert'? 
.,,/ 
Statement 
Bl:ll'k and Latin cultural week-
t•n<i concert. 'fhe interactions 
hl't,1t•<'n the BOC and the ALS 
lt·ading up to now have been 
C'louch•d merelv bv the fact that a 
1·onc!'rt has bee~ scheduled for 
Black and L~tin cultural week-
t•ml. lacking the sanctions of the 
Afro-Latin Society. We consider 
thi.., group to he u~satisfactory to 
us. Tlw concert now scheduled 
fbr oul Black and Latin cultural 
11 eek(•nd is now Rillv Joel. The 
1·onc1•rl is to take pl~cc on April 
~:t 1!177 at 8:15 p.,n. Earlier in 
I.hi' .vear la considerable length of 
tirrw before Rillv Joel was 
-1·ontrael<-cl) a list ·of dates was 
givt•n to tht• Concert Cominission · 
along with a list of musical 
groups. The dates were for the 
W<'l'kt·nds of April 16th aria April 
:!:kd. Thl' ROC were aware that 
,, l' \\ anlt'd our Rlack and Latin 
corH'I' rt to' fall on either of the 
l\1 o ahoyP dates. The Afro-Latin 
- Soril'ly submitted those dates to 
t ht· BOC during the month of 
No1·1·rntwr l!l7fi. Billy Joel was 
a<'t uall.v t.o gain a cultural week-
1•rHI !'OIH'ert. then we would have 
1110,t likl'l.v \\ aited until April to 
1·ont.ra<'t a concert with SAR. 
I :111. that I\ as not the case. The 
111 )(' hlat antly and overtly ignor-
t·d -t hi' ,\LS concert. The ALS 
11 a-.. h·d to believe the mvth that 
t hPrt· was a possibility of having 
a Black and Latin · weekend 
ronC'l'rt. when in reality it was an 
111irl'alit~· due to the signing of 
thl' contracts of the Rillv Joel 
1·onC'<'rt. and the immedi~te fi-
nancial needs to insure the 
-..111'<'l·ss of the concert. The ALS 
havt• not considered it too late to 
n·adjust these injustices imposed 
against us. We feel, as citizens of 
fring1•ct upon and abridged. We 
rt•l'I th:it il is only our duty to 
inform thl• Student Body of these 
injustict•s that have been exper-
it·nl'NI by us:-- - It is totally 
unl'alll'd for, and to insure future 
protl•ction or those rights. we 
intl'nd on reaching a verdict to 
this situation immediately. 
A few weeks ago. this Student 
· ( :ovl·rnment made a decision in 
d<'aling with the Nite Court 
Borcotl. It also involved a form 
of ;liscrimination. In light of this 
pa;.t dt•cision, the Afro-Latin 
::,:;ol'i1•ty i,- presenting you with 
.our·grievenccs and opinions. We 
f Pl'I that a matter so close to 
horn(~ should demand just as 
much attl'ntion as the Nite Court 
rlPcision. if nofmore. We feel the 
rwPd for a decision by the 
:::;tud!'nl Government on this 
' matt('!' to insure future student 
· solidarit~·. We propose that the 
,l'l1·ct.ion for one of the groups for 
t.h1• outdoor concert on May 1, 
1!177 hi' given to us under the 
condition that whomever we 
choos<' he of a broad musical 
background and well liked by the 
rnajorit~· Jlf the students on 
carnpu~. If a decision is made by 
t.h1• Student Government. un-
favorahlt• to the ALS, then we 
,1 ill ho~·cottand make public the 
ho.rcott of the Hilly Joel Concert, 
and as in the past, will support 
all other con.certs· as long as the 
<'i,·il rights of the campus com-
munity arc no longer _abridged. 
.\s stated before; this is most 
a-..surcdlv not a racial, but 
political ·action of the ALS of IC 
t.o assert our political position in 
thl' IC Community. rfh~Jii:st ~hing is, I think it.is 
unfortunate that the president 
hired Frank Falcone Acting 
Provost without consultation -
with the faculty. The second 
point is that if a·provost does not 
have support of the faculty, the 
college cannot function effectivtl-
ly. Despite both of these points, 
I think this faculty will make 
cvl'r~ effort . !o. work with Fl),1-
<'0n<•. 
The president made the 
appointment after consoltation 
with the Provost Search Com- · 
mittee. Since they have been-: 
·working for two years, the 
committee ought to have a good 
scnce of what the provost should _ 
ht•. 
Th!· contention ·on the part of 
Lhl' ,\ fro-Latin Society is that: no 
t lw dfort was not str~ng enough, 
nor ..,jnccrl' enough in bringing 
ahout arrangements for the 
th<' Ithaca College Commuiuty, 
that our rights have been - in-
A Luta Continua 
(The Struggle Continues) 
. Dl·nni~ Burroughs, Afro-Latin 
Rep: to Student Congress 
I' 
B.O.C. Statement 
.- . • .• .• •.:j 
.~,,. !\. ~' ..... ~·.l 
. Photo'hy Frank Selle;;-~ 
2nd _year Russian student .foll6ws customs 
b_y paint_ini( Ukranian Easter e~~s at 
teacher Mrs. McManus' home 
Throughout the course of a commitment of any nature input. 
the-year the Bureau of Concerts made. It whould be noted at this During the planning stages 
has sought to bring a wide range time, that George Benson was on for SAB and ALS Ramsey Lewis 
of entertainment to the Ithaca this list. This is the key to the concert, we once again contacted 
College campus. In selecting argument. It is impossible for ALS and asked if it would be 
artists to perform on campus, we the Bureau of Concerts to know possible to move Black Weekend 
must constantly be aware of our what our schedule for concerts to this date. ALS replied no, 
limited funds and unlimited will be. This all todk place before that they really wanted to have it 
desires. Throughout the year, the signing of George Benson. in April. 
. we seek acts which appeal to a At _the time of the signing of With that reply, we continu-
wide range of students and which Benson, it was proposed -to ed to seek a suitable alternative. 
simultaneously will be a financial Dennis Burroughs that perhaps a Bureau of Concerts offered to put 
success. black concert on Black ·cultural up $1500 toward the purchase of 
The controversy at hand Weekend. This is also a key a latin band and a black band for 
stress from t~e ·belief of some point. Had we not mentionea black weekend. The groups 
members of the Afro Latin this to ALS then they might have agreed upon· were Orchestra 
Society that we, the Bureau of _ some grounds for a grievance. Simerson from New. York City 
Concerts, are insensitive to their In selecting Billy Joel our- and First Class, a band from 
interests. We feel that these major selection criteria is provid- Baltimore. Bill Prida called A 
allegations are injust. This year ing the act that the majority of and D Booking of Baltimore, 
there have been two major Black -students would like to see on that Maryland and made a firm offer 
artists on campus. George particular date. In this case, of $1100 for First Choice to play 
Benson was presented by the Billy Joel finished seventh in our in the Terrace Dining Hall on 
Bureau of Concerts on December poll, and of the top 10 in the poll April 17. We were all looking 
10, and- Ramsey Lewis was he was the only-artist av.ailable. forward to this event. 
presented by SAB and ALS on Our job is to satisfy the majority It is our understanding that 
February 25. Some people of the students without neglect- c;orrie ex-officio members of ALS 
regard these acts as "Black," ing the minority students. We., - feel that since there was no 
others do not. Be this as it may, in fact, do not feel that we have' major black I act on campus for 
never has there been more than neglected the black and latin their weekend, ihat they should 
one major black concert on students. have input into the selection of 
campus per year. Therefore, we Throughout the second sem- acts for the outdoor concert. We 
the Bureau of Concerts feel that ester, the Bureau of Concerts has would like to see A.LS present a 
this year has been a step in the worked closely with Bill Pride, black group on campus, how-
right direction. We did not wait Chafrman,of ALS. "After _plans ' ever, ~e have only $1500 availa-
to present what we considered a for Billy Joel were formalized, _ b_le .to com·mit to this venture. 
black act only on what was alternatives to a major ·concert We wou!d suggest that ALS 
designated as a special weekend, were explored. We seriously meet as a group and· decide if 
We were contacted by mem- -considered presenting a mini-- tl~~y 'Y'an.t to _spend our money on 
hers of ALS in late October that concert in Ford Hall, We agreed _ !l:ey9µp_for·~lac~W~ekend or for 
Black ~ultural Weekend was on ~ group _(Cro~~ H~ights -~ht .. QUtdQOr.·~cert.:, - : 
tE_!ntativl:IY scheduled .for· April. Affair) and the~ found out th~t ·. Ou~ first read-ion to ALS 
A list of preferrect 'artists was due to schedpling proble~s m ac_cusations ~ould have been to 
presenteq by AL$ to the Bureau ford ~.all this would not be _a w1th~raw our ·support· for ALS'. 
_of Concerts. We informed ALs: p_ossib1hty. Throughout this f~nct1on. ~owever, ._we would 
that we would consider.this list 'time members of the ,black hke to !>e /(s helpful as.money 
however, NEVER, NEVER w~ community were· contacted for allows in presenting __ .minority 
· continued. on ~ '1 ' 
J • ·.~ - • 
. I 
I 
Many Tran~ferrinR .· B1-U1liosi Scores 
By Martha Holloran has choosen-a field to ·major in at 
Attrition rates at any col- LC. but it isn't being offered, or 
lege or university demand close they haven't found a school 
attention; and when. the rate which fill their needs. 
increases it is the responsibility Among students who are 
of the administrators or students thinking of transferring one chief 
to find <Jul why, Ithaca College complaint was thanhe academic 
faces the problem of a high environment isn't 'conducive to 
stuilent transfer rate that -may achie'lling. When questioned, 
increase. next year. students commented on this 
· · According to figures pub- problem; -"It:s· a country-club 
lished in the Report to the school" -"a lot of the students 
Middle State Association of are here for a good time and it 
Colleges an~ Secondary Schools affects other students ability to 
the Humanities · and - Science work." -"count the number-of 
School, shich comprises more · people in the library on a Friday 
than .half of the freshman class or Saturday night." Other 
has lost a relatively high percent . reasons are the H&S Dept. 
of its studentsin past years. needs to be improved, the 
According to figures provid- selection. of courses isn't broad 
ed by an Institutional Research cno~gh, the student body isn't 
Office intern, Larry Metzger, div~rse (most of us are from the 
more th'an one third of -the same basic area with the same 
original class of 1976 did not hackground), the education isn't 
graduate. worth 5,300 a year, the location 
(of 1,072 entering freshman, is too isolated. · 
463 left Ithaca College.) Not all students who will be 
Registrar John Stanton, in- transfcring feel the same way. 
dicated that between the end of One student who is leaving 
the spring 1974 semester and the hecause her major is being 
heginning of the fall.1974 semes- - discontinued said, "I:C. is more 
tcr 15 percent of the students did like a resort than · a school--! 
not return. ·1n the fall semester would love to stay ... 
of 1975 and 1976 these figures 
Ithaca College was extremely 
fortunate to have the chief 
pro!-,ecutor of Charles Manson 
:111d :1uthor of Helter Skelter, 
\"i1wcnt Rugliosi, as a speaker in 
Fore! Hall last week. Bugliosi 
,, as· an interesting speaker who 
\\:t.', ohviously ver.v knowledge-
ahl1• in. all areas related to the 
Manson murders. He was 
1•,1wciall? t•ffl•ctive since he 
1°0<•11.,1•,I not only ahout what he 
"antl'd to· di!-cuss, hut more 
importantly. what the audience, 
,1 antt•d to hear. 
Opl'ning his -discussion on u 
1·ath<·r !tinny note. Bugliosi ask-
l'd, "\\'hy arc there so many 
JH·opll' here tonight. is Manson 
h1·rt· too?"Rut Rugliosi quickly 
h1·1·aml' more serious as he hcgan 
hi" IPcture h.v discussing one of 
I hi' most common questions he is 
a.,kcd: why have the Manson 
11111rd1•rs continm•d to fascinate 
,o man_,, (ll'oplt• whPn they 
01·r111·l'd .vl'ars ago? . 
l h• prP!--l'nh•d s1•vt•ral impor-
l a 111 n•asons for the public's 
1111d~·ing t•uriosit~·. !-,aying that it 
1- not lwcause of the numher of 
p1·oph· 11 ho \H'rt' killcrl, or 
lwt·au,1· or lh1• promi1wnce of thl' 
p1·opll' kilkd. hut rather, bc-
1·a11," th1· murdpr-; Wl•re "the 
rco,t hi;r.arrc. and pt•opll• like 
h11arn· t.hinw,." The fact that 
Co,riniittee Appointed 
Five Ithaca College faculty mem- ni..:ations; Mary Ann Covert, 
her!> have been appointed to a a:-;,c;ociate professor of music; and 
most of the killers were young 
.,.,,omen from "typically average" 
homes has also made the case 
more fascinating. 
As to the reason why the 
murder~ have remained so fasci-
nating, Bugliosi believes it is 
Charles Manson himself. He said 
that Manson is completely dif£e~-
ent from any previous mass 
murdert•r. Not only is Manson 
t•xtn•mel_v intelligent, hut more 
importantly, Manson has a way 
or compll'tely dominating others 
in such a strong way· that they 
11 ould evt•n kill for him. 
Ont• of the most interesting 
suhjects Rugliosi spoke -of was 
how Manson was ahll' to com-
pll'tely dominate those in "his 
family", Rugliosi was specific 
,ahout saying that Mattson and his 
· family were interdependent and 
that this relationship was essen-
tial for Manson's domination. 
Tht• family ncedt•d a leader just 
a., Charlt•s Manson needed those 
lo follow him. Rugliosi said that 
I ho!--e \\ ho followed Manson did 
,o .out or a previous hostility 
conlJinuid 011 page 6: 
PIONEER KP-500 
Under-dash FM stereo super· 
tuner with cassette. 
were 16.7 percent and 14.2 
pl•rcl'nt respectively. Stanton 
guesses that the drop from 16. 7 
percent in 1975 to j14.2 percent 
in 1976 was due to the fact that 
S.U.N.Y:--and C.U.N.Y. schools 
did not accept as many transfer 
applicants as 'they had in pre-
vious years. Thus, those stu-
dents who applied to S.U.N.Y. 
schools and were not accepted 
returned· to Ithaca College to 
complete their · ·education. 
newly-formed all-College tenure Charles Kelemen, associate pro- Home stereo FM performance. 
For the coming fall Stanton 
estimates that 18 percent of the 
students will not retur~. He 
attrihutes this to two reasons: 1) 
lie expects_· S:U.N.Y. and -
C.U.N.Y. schools to accept more 
transfer applicants this year. 
Thus, student~ who want to go to 
a S.U.N.Y. school have- a 
greater chance of getting in, and-
if they do get in, they will go. 2) 
This semester 300 students have 
requested their transcripts for 
reasons not known to Stanton 
hut he guesses that one-half of 
thesl·- students will tran~fer to 
another school. However it 
!--hould he noted that the situa-
tion is unpredictable. 
According to Dean of Stu-
dents; John Brown, the three 
most common reasons students 
give for leaving the school a~e; 
- 1) the student-is .transferring to -
another school for a variety of 
reasons such as wanting to be 
closer to home, o'r desiring a 
prestige school. 2) Financial 
reasons. Dean BroV(n said, "We 
get into value judgements here." 
S9me student_s feel that - the 
,,~alit.v of the education. isn't 
worth the 5300 a year when they 
can attend a S.U.N.Y. school for 
on<•-half the cost. 3) A-student 
., : . -._ ~ . 
r11·1\ 
1111 r·· -Precision 
Haircutting 
for 
Men & \!\;omen 
: ~"~'-, ,JJ vJ:v~ 
408 f~',·_., . 
Stqt~:st. ·.·~--- 212~7171 
- . _:·.,,· •.... ' 
;, . 
'·.': .. :.-·:,)·.?:~: ,',,, ~ 
and promotion committee by fcssor of-mathematics. Harcourt 
James J. Whalen, president of was appointed to a three-year 
the College. The committee will term, Fisher and Dyer to two-
receive and review 'all recom- _year terms; Covert and Kelemen 
mendations for faculty tenure will serve one-year terms. 
Brushed aluminum front 
Phase lock loop for 
stereo separation. 
and promotion from the deans of The Board of Trustees esta-
the College and ·will make its own hlished the committee at Whal-
n•commcndation~ .to the presi- en'!-, recommendation following 
dl'nt: _ · m•arly four years of study and 
Fast foward and rewind. 
The members of the committee di-.cussion on the College's tenur-
arc John Harcourt, ·p·rofessor or ing process._. The committee will 
, English:. C_raig. Fis~er, associ~te l'nahle the College to increase 
professor. of Health, Fhysical' · control of the:granting of tenure 
· Education and Recreation; Pal- and ensure _equal application of 
mer Dyer, professor of commu- academic and personnel stan-
dards in all schools and divisions. 
Available· at a 
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DanJ?:er Si~D.s .. U~S".·-:-SOvie_t.Deadlock : : . :· ". - . by David Heston '·. ~ ~: ... :,.' '.: ~.. ~ d~velopment of it. The Backfire 
bomber is capable of flying long 
offered no alternative plan. 
Carter has said that he expects 
the Russians to produce their · 
The ALS-BOC controversy has the potential·to 
open old wounds. Thingsr could, if the dispute 
escalated concievably divide along purely racial 
lines (although both parties are quick to note that it 
is 1Wt a racial matter). Already grumblings have 
heen heard about a 5 percent minority (i.e. the 
Rlack and Latin population) dictating the will of the 
majority. These grumblings come from t1 . ! least 
informed - the ones most likely to c;ause troubl~. 
A serious breakdown in the distances because it can refuel in 
relations -between the U.S. and. mid-air. The Russians feel that 
the Soviet Union . could result the Backfire bomber shouici .not-
unless· the impasse concerning be considered a ,long-range· born-
nuclear arms limitations is re- ~er and reject any. proposals 
own counte~;~~~p?s.al ,fol'. a..-- -......., 
s.a.l.t. agreement when discus-
sions are resumed in Geneva in 
May._, -I( th~ Kr~mlin. refuses to 
.negotiate then it will force him 
Things center around the outdoor concert;· an 
event anxiously awaiting, especially by Garden 
residents who get a ringside seat. It would be 
tragic t.o see this tradition marred by .political 
undertones resulting from what actually seems to 
he merdy a misunderstanding. _The problem must 
he worked out. ThiPgs have come a long way form 
from the sixties and a minor reversal could spell 
trouble in these times of ever-present apathy. 
Apathy can mean people easily influenced. Easily 
influenced people can lead to returned repression. 
h this making a mountain out of a molehole? 
Mo..,l likely. However, it is disturbing in this 
ertl1"ghtened day-and-age to see the amount of 
Jl!rrimination which still exists. A good 
·case-in-point is Nite Court. -It is difficult to believe 
that any .hut the politically-aware or those with 
media tics, cared about the predicament of the 
"comhatants." More than one person suggested 
. that The Ithacan gave too much to the Nit Court 
controvesy. Maybe this is true with respect to the 
specifics. Speaking in a general sense, however, 
that is within the realm of human rights, the 
coverage·was far from overblown. 
Gay' righL,; arc the 1977 frontier. To have 
people accuse the concerned of being a part of the 
sturggle (regardless of that onlooker's sexual· 
orientation) is a sad sign of a reversal in awareness 
and consciousness. It is ignorant to put someone 
down as being "gay" when being gay is no longer a 
put down, yet it happened during the Nite Court 
dispute. _ 
Should 'fhe Ithacan prinl more national news'! 
One student said he didn't pay much attention to 
the majority rule controversy in Africa. A survey 
last fall said print more entertainment, less news. 
Sure. The Daily News _is big; sensationalis,n 
always will he. Witness Vincent Bugliosi. . 
0 course The Ithacan is a far cry from _p.ei:fei:,t, .. _ 
The rt• is, howeviir. an honest attempt on this staff 
lo prPst•nt issues as lhey confront the community. 
...._Bul wht•n the community altitude is lackadaisical, 
how can the j,apl'r he expected to succeed'! The 
llll'nu on lhe front page today is saddening. It 
n•rlt·l·ts one last t•ffort to jog the sense of the 
"tuch•nts hl'rl'. Unfortunately, how many will take 
il ail in and murmur, "the las~gna sucks." 
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solved. Ii m'itin g it. 
This past Saturday, Secre- In addition, the Soviet • -
tary of State Cyrus Vance Union bas called for the elimina-
returned to the United States tion of the cruise-missile.· Many_ 
after three days of unsuccessful feel the cruise missile is the 
arms limitations talks with the greatest advance in military 
Soviet Union. His discussions technology in recent years .. It is 
with the Soviet Communist Par- an unmanned ,missile which cari 
ty leader Leonid Breznev ended be launch¢ from· the ground or 
in a deadlock concerning the air and, by computer program-
scaling down of strategic arms, ming, · i~ can -hit a designated 
which has become one of the key target with tremendous accur-
objectives of the Carter Admin- · acy. This disagi:eement over the 
istration. The Soviets' · flat · Backfire missile and cruise mis-
rejection of two U.S. proposals · sile bas persisted since former~-
could be a major setback in President Ford .niet Brezne~jn 
"to consider a much mor_e deep 
commitment to-the development 
reaching a new arms limitations 1974 at Valdivostok. · 
pact by October 3, when a fi".~ Having rejected the U.S;-
year S.A.L.T. interium agree- proposals·, the Soviet .Union 
of additional. weapons." Con-
gress is expected to act on 
proposal to' build a fleet of 400 
B-1 bombers in June. Much of 
that discussion will depend upon 
the outcome of the resumed 
S.A.L.T. negotiations. It is 
a1most impossible to predic~ 
what is to come in the. next few 
months but the willingness of the 
Soviets to concede to certain 
limitations will be crucial. For 
the time being, President Carter 
will hold ground and wait pa-
tiently for the R.ussians to make 
the next move. 
~e~~::!:sth~_ I~~ of.P~~-~-- .:~WWf!~ . 
m the new_ admm1stratio~ s first ·b o....L._._., - . 
round of negotiations -with··the ' :Y:.uoucn. Taub ate. . 
Soviets, Vance remained optom- All the President's men are Lately there has been a _ 
istic that the United States could · on the way out. One of the few · large amount .of protest about 
reach an agreement by October. · survivors of the-Ellis ·Phillips the Ithacan printing letters de-
He also felt that relations with administration, Gus Perialas, has nouncing the communications 
the Soviet Union were not just resigned from the position of department. -People have a right 
impaired -by the breakdown in Vice-President of Student Af- to express their opinions so 
negotiations. _ fairs. anyo_!le who 'feels ~he -CQinmuni-
The United States objective Gus said 'he resigned~.so be · ·catfons ·dept.- bas been. done -an -
of the- talks was .. to l'educe -the ~ould finish his· dissertation and' injustice can simply write their 
actual number of,arms. The ri.:st · go ·back to teaching. =I' was own ·letter. , College campuse~ 
of the two proposals·would have disappointed to ,hear_- this, .be- are supposed,to be intellectual 
set an overall arms force level of cause I -was planning to .propose environment_ where one can 
2,400 missiles and bombers for the idea of giving Gus the job of engage in free thought and 
each side. This proposal exclud- J,~mperor of the Student Body. speech, yet at IJ,haca College_, 
ed limitations of the development The Student Government office censorship seems .to be the most 
and deployment of the controv-- _:~ould have. been turned into a popular wor~ around. · 
ersial Russian Backfire Bomber throne rooin-- with a tunic and :- "L-ast -mo·nth, Russlills Baker 
and the American crpise missile. wreath added to the package to of The New York Times ran a 
'Che second plan· ·,ask°ed. for bring out Gus'-Greek herit.kge.: It -- ,column about, th~ percenta'.ge of 
_reductions in the iorce ll!vel an~ would · all .'I~· smashing:-. -i~-. i •(wealthy P,e~plf:. \I!,. ~h!; ~-~· He 
.a,ls~ _outlined contraiiiis <in bot!t contr~t wi.tb '"hi~ noticeajJle '" ~~id th_at !~e _statistic~. about 
'·· · ·1;he' 0Back-fire h"omoer.-aoo· cruise proboscis. . 1 there being a ruling' class in 
missile. Vance explained· that There seem .. , to be a few 'An~rica must he wrong.. He 
the, first prop9sal was· to ~est.ab- problj!nJS -~r.e"'.!r;i.- in the. ar;e~ of, · _cl~i~~d that there are plenty of 
lish grounds from w!lich they student-faculty relations. At last wealthy people in this country 
cou-ld negotiate the more com- weeks. faculty meeting, Profes- because he was driving around 
plex questions of reducing the sor R;bert Kurlander stated that and saw Audis, Fiats, Porsches, 
number of missiles and of limit- he believed the press should be ,and other expensive cars all ov·e_r 
_-fog.-_the _ Backfire :bom~er ·and barred from faculty meetings. the place. All the people he saw 
; cruise missile. The U.S.Defense (This statement received a large weren't even working, yet they 
Department considers the Back- round of applause). Speaking on had maids to clean up for them 
fire bomber as ·a major str:ategic behalf of the Ithacan, I would like and people to serve them meals. 
advantage in long-range ware- to say that this paper has never They all had nice clothes an(\ 
. _ fare for the Soviet Union and the done anything to cause faculty/- plenty of money to spend. 
· U.S. cle.,ires to orevent further administration conflict. - The What Baker didn't realize 
,'-,.·- '~ reporting of meetings by the \\as that he was_driving around DarP11llllfld~ Ithacan has always been al'cur- the Ithaca College campus. 
' 
Supplement Cost Questit;1ned 
To the Editor: 
It ma_v lw said that nothing in life 
i~ fn•t•. hut in some cases that. 
111·ovt•rh ought to he suspended. 
I a111 rl'ft•rring to the seventy 
t·1·nt l'hargt• imposed on students 
\\~o ,, ish to ohtain .a Course 
Offl'rings Supplt•mcnt. I am 
_a,, ari• that st•vt•nty cents can 
. rwit ht•r rnakt• nor break· anyone, 
howt•vt•r wt• an• dealing with a 
Tht• Course Offering Supple-
nwnt serv~s to acquaint students 
with rourses structures and 
rt•11uir('l11ents and allows them to. 
havp a tastl• of what they are 
gc·Uing into before any final 
cll'cbions art.• made. The hand-
hook is a reasonahlv new idea 
,mcl one that has·defi~atl'ly made 
things easier for students. 
So why charge·a fee'! It seems print·iplt• hl•re. 
. lo me- that a . college which 
Pl•rsonal l'Xpt•ril'l!£l' has 11rofl•sses to ~e.i-ve its· students' 
, taught llll' that pn•-registration lll'st inlt-rests would do all it 
l",lll .Ill' a· \'ory _frustrating pro- . roulcl to ease the complicated 
- l't•ss. Oh\"iousl.,· administrators t•ourst• Sl'll•rtion process. . By 
in lht• Sl•hool of llumanitil•s and l'harging a fl•t• for this.' the 
:-t·icnt'l'" kn·o.;, •. _ this. or they ( 'ollt•gt• is not onl~· hurting the 
,,oulcl not ban• bothered to "tmll·nts who do not purchase 
t·ompill· slll·h a dt•t:1iled and . I h1• puhliration I for whatever 
,~i·ll-rt•st•an•ht•d publication. Al-. n•a,,onl. It is liurting its own 
t'hough. in\"aluahll' to 11&8 stus.- i111a1,.'l' h.,· t•xhihiting an attitude 
clt•nts. ih informatior:ti:,; al.;o Vl'r~...- Ill ht•i11g willing to·hclp ... hut only 
ht•lpful to ~tudt•nt:1 -likl· mysl'lf . if tht· pril'l' is right. --· 
·." ho,' though st udsing in other· Barbra Sch~all 
<·_ ;l·hool!i. rt>t~, prdl&:S for most:,' T\".-R '79 
·On Election 
To The Editor 
It-is true tbat most elections 
art• popularity.contests or .publi-
city games and Ithaca College is 
no "xception. But what else is 
new'! .Let's he realistic. It was 
hound to he so. 
'In the short -period of. o~e 
wi•t:'k allowed for campaigning, it 
was difficult for the candidates to 
make themselv~ known to 4,000 
students, 'which was not entirely 
within their control. The Execu-
tive Board poorly publicized 
campaign events and opportuni-
tit·s to meet the candidates. 
-There was a discussion _ held 
helwt•t•n all the candidates in the 
( '.rossroads on· Friday, ·March 26, 
and a radio interview between 
,prl'sidt•ntial ca~didat~s w'as field .~ 
on :-uncla~'. March· 27. · UnCortu-
:11.1tl·l~-. n~:001,.• knew ahou'i these 
_ '.l·n•nts. ·. Therefore. -·students 
.'complain'ed .. that they' :did· n-ot 
. krt~'~:!~.e. candidates·, and justly 
so._ . ·.· ,. . .. 
, -_ ·'. The 'Ede.n· E~press won by a 
•·-------------•"•' ------------ ., Iar:ge Dl~rgin,j~-R.JY.. ~.elie(\~u~ to 
STAFF: 
LIZ BICHE, VICKI 
J,.INDA SANFORD, 
, , - , -· -·' - .. · ,the .r~.c~.that-we;,were,up fromt 
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iWillStuden:is Lose.Tenure··Votes?· 
By ~arjorie Brown 
We were "shocked to learn 
that ,in several departments at 
Ithaca students actually · bad 
voting power on tenure deci-
sions." Rarely at other colleges 
"have students been given voting 
rights-· a situation that creates 
innumerable 'difficulties." This 
-view was expressed by, the 
Middle .States Reaccredidation 
· team in their report. to the 
(;ollege. Alth~ugh what those 
difficulties were and why stu-
dents should not vote was never 
explained, this 'view was also 
expressed by the AAUP in a 
letter to President Whalen. The 
- American Association of Univer-
sity Professors believe that in 
order to vote . -On · personnel 
decisions, one must have as much 
education, experie_pce, and ma-
turity as he can possibly have ant 
that students did not meet those 
standards. The AAUP request-
ed that. President Whalen co--
sponsor a reccommendation to 
Faculty Council that students no 
longer have a vote on personnel 
decisions (ie. faculty tenure, 
31~ 
promotion; hiring, and firing). 
Currently. , . . · 
The Steering Committee of 
Student Congress has investi-
gated this matter and is in the 
process of compiling a report to 
President Whalen requesting 
that student5 not be stripped of 
their voting rights on personnel . 
decisions. 
· It has been found that many 
facul~ members feel threatened 
by students deciding on their 
future at the college and are very 
anxious to cut students out of the 
voting process. They will most 
likely base their· feelings on the 
Middle States and 'AAUP senti-
ments, as both are opposed to 
student voting ·rights, although 
neither group put much support-
hehind their ·arguements in a , 
thorough fashion. 
·Many have expresse_d the 
view tl)at students are not 
qualified to make desisions 9il 
faculty because they are ·riot 
worldly enough and cannot ad-
equately judge a person's outside 
research. However, most agree 
with the point that students are · 
the only ones who have a 
3 ' ';),. 
knowledge of. how faculty per-
form in the classroom: Students 
who have voted on personnel 
decisions, when asked, said they 
felt qualified in making a decision 
and apparently agree with the 
view expressed by one student 
government leader, who said, 
"Students should vote on tenure 
because they'~e the b.eneficiaries 
or losers from the' decision' 
made." When students have not 
had the faculty member in the 
classroom who is being consider-
ed for tenure or promotion (one 
arguement raised by faculty), 
they have said that they speak to 
other students in the department 
about teaching capabilities. 
However, it is rare in small 
departments that a stude11t 
representative has not had the 
teacher who is being considered 
[Qr tenure or promotion. 
The view expressed by one 
faculty mc.mher that. students 
favor· certain . teachers in a· 
department and vote accordingly 
and the contention that students 
are less· hard-nosed about their 
decision's seem to have little 
<;rt;?ihility. All faculty members 
asked· have said that students 
have done a good job and many 
feel that stud.ents show more 
responsibility and integrity when 
making a decision than · do 
faculty. 
While some feel that student~ 
arc swayed or manipulated, both 
overtly and covertly by faculty 
wlien making a decision, the final 
judgements made are often un-
animous. When votes have been 
split, it has not been· a student 
vs. facutly battle! 
The complaint that students 
do not report to a constituency 
and are therefore not represen-
tative has been countered by the 
arguement that by virtue of their 
student status, they are repre-
~entative of a student perspec-
tive·. . 
· · .. The one argucment against 
student votes that seems to have 
m~i-it is the problem of faculty 
holding grudges against students 
for their decisions once in the 
classroom. However, if students 
are descriminated ;J.gainst on this 
hasis, a negative personnel vote 
is ·justified. Besides, there are 
grievance channels students can 
3 l?... 
go through if they teel they are 
being treated unfairly. 
All faculty have said that 
they are very ·much in"favor of 
"student input," but it is ques-
tionable as to whether non-vot-
ing status would not lessen the 
impact of the students' views. 
It is apparent that a division 
is often made between who is a 
student and who is a -faculty 
member on personnel commit-
tees, rather than the feeling that 
all are equal members. And as 
one faculty member has said, 
those opposed to student votes 
favor hierarchical decision-mak-
ing with those at the top deciding 
on just about everything. Those 
in favor of student votes want to 
break down that hierarchy. 
Although many faculty are 
in favor of student voting rights, 
tho~e who are opposed seem to 
have the louder voice. The 
entire issue will he discussed at 
the next Student Congress meet-
ing on Tuesday night. Anyone 
interested in voicing their opin-
ion is invited to attend or speak 
· to Marj Brown at the Student 
Government Office x3377. 
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oe,Bugliosi 
coo't from page 3 
towards sol'iety, and that JVIan-
-.on having- "Lhe raw material to 
~rnrk with" stimulated the vio-
lPn<·e in his family. 
Man-.011 usl'd drug,, specifical-
1/ m:, ri i11ana and L.S.D., to "rlig 
into a pl'rson" when hl' could lw 
('onvim·(•rl Pa'-il'f, Manson abo 
w,.,<f lht· l.1·1·h11iqU1· of pn•:u·hing 
to his f:,111ih l'\'l'r,v :1ight whil'r 
P11:il1lt-d hi111 lo ke•Pp pu..,hing hi.., 
1d1·,1.., on! o I hP l'amily. 11ug-liosi 
,.au! I hat in a "<'nse•, "Manson 
,.,. prm;rammed hi.., "family." 
llug-110..,i n·latPd the· Manson 
•n11rd1·r.., to the \~Ste_m of justi<'e-
111 thi· 11.S. Thi' girls in Manson's 
f,11,•ilv who- WC're convicted of 
,11,1nic•r arl' now living in cot-
lagt·s whi<·h are supposedly a 
I .I' pt~ of pri..,on. i Iov. cvl'r, the• 
girl..,. who had to struggll' for 
food \\ hPn the,v wen• with 
Manson. ar<· now Ii\ ing murh 
111on· l'omfort.ahl_y even though 
lluglio!>i also pointed out 
ot.h<·r weakne!>ses of the prison 
,;v..,tl'm in the U.S. Charles 
Man..,on was .in prison before the 
\1an,on murders and though 
\1an ... on hq{gl'd not to he rcleas-
•·d, hP was ,pt free. Hugliosi 
poi11t1·d out that whilt: Man<;on 
\1 :1, in pri..,on (lwforl' I he· murd:_ 
,·r, 1, h1· had m·vtir :-.C'ric)ll,;l,v hec•n 
,1·1·n h.v a psychiatrist, though it 
-.ho11ld have hecn clearly evident 
to tho..,p in <·harg<' or the prison 
t hut Manson was nll'ntally dis-
t 11dH·d. lfogliosi said that if 
:\1an..,on had seriously hPen seen 
1,.v ,i ps.v<·hiatrist.:· · his hidden 
t 1·11sio11s towar<l '>ociet_y might 
hav1· h<·Pn detected, and thP 
11111rdt•r-. might ne•vcr have oe·-
1·11n·d! 
obtaining parole next y_ear, or 
anv time in the near . future. 
B~glio~i- did say that Man!:ion 
could get out in tnirty years or 
so: The-girls, he said, have a 
good chance -or hcing released 
IH·fore then. 
('ll'arly, the· m~st' important 
part of Rugliosi's discussion 
ri·volv('d around the question of 
\\ h<·th<-r th1• same type of mas!>_ 
11111rclcr could ever occur again .. 
I :ugliosi said that in order for the 
-.anw t_vpP of thing to occur, two 
rharactl'ri,tics would have to he 
h1·lcl hv th!• leadl•r, which werP 
;il,o h;:,Jd hv Charles Manson. 
The· p1·rson · wo,ulcl have to have 
f h<· po\\ t•r to dominate, another 
individual, along with a desire to 
111urdl'r pl·ople. Rugli9si said 
I.hat hl'cause two characll•ristics 
arc• VERY rarely found in one 
pl'rson t.hi... is ~h_y · Manson is 
... 111-h :1 1111iq11l' individual. 
ASsert Yoursc~f! 
By Deborah Katz 
A recently pop.ular trend in 
American psychology-hit Ithaca 
College. This is the assertive-
ness movement and it has · 
surfaced in - the form of a 
workshop here at LC. led by five 
senior·psychology majors. This 
past Monday evening ideas were 
exchanged freely among thirteen 
participants, ·(nine of whom were 
girls) in a casual and inform.al 
,etting. 
The students were prese~t-
ed with hypc;,thetical situations in 
which assertiveness might be 
desired. They were encouraged 
to discuss how they would react 
in each situation. Many students 
related. personal experiences -
when'the group discussed when 
to exert assertiveness. 
Student group leader Amy 
Luger explained a distinction 
between aggression and asser-
tion. Assertiveness involves 
reacting in !1 ''civilized m,ann~r." 
whereas: aggression is "violent, 
prehistoric-like," that "some -
titrfos people don't realize that, 
(distinction)," she stated. 
The group does. not desif 
nate the direction of the work-
shop tow_ard particular ends, but 
rather expects eacn person to set 
his or her own goals. The leaders 
are willing to deal with individual 
persons' problems if so desired.·· 
I Ill' arl' IH'irig punished for an 
,111ia\, f1,I :•c·t ! "This says some 
thing about. our system ol 
j11slirl'!'' said Buglio'ii. 
Chari(',; Man!>on is up for 
parole· in Hl78, and Manson 
,f,.,p<'l'at,·1.v \\ ant., to get out of 
pri,on IH'('austi he has heen 
l11·all·n hv his inmates many 
1 i111c•..,, 1:,;g-liosi said that Charles 
\1a,i-.on ha,; no po,;sihility of Direcior Visits 
One major asset to the 
functioning of the group is that 
there is no theraputic stigma 
attached .to· it. No one is forced· 
to talk; the atmosph_ere is 
relaxed. Though much of the 
discussions focus on people's 
beliefs, ideas, attitudes and 
questions aliout assertiveness, 
there are two books on' which the · 
outline of the course structure is 
based. Herbert Fensterheim, 
Ph.D., and Jean Baer wrote one 
of the books, entitled, Don't Say 
Yes Whe'n You Want to Say No." 
The other is "When I Say No, I 
Feel Guilty," written by Manuel 
J. Smith, Ph.D. 
Finest 
·Prime Rib 
Ever., 
every Friday and Saturday 
Queen Size $5.95 
· King Size $7.95 
Th!.' Ace $9. 95 
Dinner includes unlimited Salad Bar (over .18 items to 
choosl' from) and hot vegetables, Middle Eastern rice 
or potatoes. 
The Golden Garter 
1636 L Shore Dr;ve For Reservations 273-2566 
By the end of this week; 
administrator Ed Vincent will, as 
part of his job, have traveled 
over 8000 miles, and have spoken 
to · the Presidents, Trustees, 
staffs and students from over 9 
half dozen colleges .. 
This anUBI sojourn is just 
part of Ed Vincent's job as 
Director of Ithaca eollege's Lon-
don Center. He will spend_ part 
of this week meeting with 
President Whalen and the Board 
o' Trustees to iron out nerl 
SOUTHWEST 
IMPORTS 
American Indian 
Arts and .Crafts 
Authentic 
Indian Jewelry 
· Dewitt Mall_. 
277-4916 
~\\t WATERpJ? . 
0~ 702 Willow AvenueO~~ 
277-0800 <~ 
Ithaca's FinE;;st Niqhtclub 
open every day 3pm-lam 
WED. SINGLEs··--NIGHT 
MOST DRINKS 75¢BEER 50¢ 
HA-PPY 
HOUR 
__ , 
E·VERY. 
·DAY· 
~3_: oo·~ 1: oo-
year's budget. The rest of his 
itinery includes planning meet- ' 
ings with the Foreign study · 
Departments of Hamilton, Col-
gate, Kirkland, Amherst, and 
Williams Colleges. 
As most "Center" alumni 
agree, Ed Vincent is primarily 
responsible for making the pro-
gram a success. It is one of the 
few study-abroad programs that 
truely expose the students to 
"the real London." Ed believes 
the center should "de-Ithacanize 
the students. 
The faculty are primarily_ 
British and convey a 'native 
perspective', helpful to the stu-
dents understanding from ·20 
other colleges around the states. 
Academically Ed is trying to 
"break the sharp divisions be-
tween departments and promote 
a more generalized education, 
one dealing with. Britian Art 
History, British Literature and 
Dran.;-a. Socially one must go out 
against the City of London and 
find a suitable place and. people 
to live with--a· shocking. but 
The topics o( Monday nights 
discussion were "free-informa-
tion" and"self-disclosure" in in-
ter-personal relations. Raised 
were such questions as: Is 
honesty always best? Is the 
degree of intimacy an important 
factor in determining t~e use of 
asseri veness?' 
· The students seemed intent 
on' attaining their goals. When 
asked why he joined the training 
gr9up, one student responded. 
"to build self-confidence." "That_ 
is the basi.§, of everything else I 
want to do," he said, "make 
'_friends, meet professors .. ·, ev-
i•reryf,hing has to ,do..,_,with a 
.,-self-image." . 
Another student remarked, 
"this assertiveness training -
course is helping me to reinforce 
my inner beliefs w~ich, up until· 
this time, I have not been able to 
successfully surface." 
Though ultimately the goal 
is to carry through worked-out 
plans to change undesired behav-
ior, group leader Charlie Siegel 
stresses that, "Bringing your 
problems to consciousness is a 
big step." 
The boundaries of group 
·discussion and exchange seem 
unlimited. The program js open 
to everyone, and is offered from 
7-9 on Monday evenings. 
He was as much a councilor as he 
wa:-. u director. A lot of confused: 
culture-shocked students went to 
him; Ile has been . through so 
rnuth, he knows how to <kal with cducationa~ experience." ·· ~ Europe.". · 
PURITY ICE CREAM-· -
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Basebal~ Hot Do!,fs, Apple Pie9 And Bhongs 
• By George Meredith 
If you've ever been in a head 
shop and looked into that glass 
case in front of the register, you 
might have noticed a mass of 
long, uprigpt, tubular things in 
amongst the other drug para-
phenalia. They are not gigantic 
crazy straws, nor some Europ- · 
ean drinking glass. They are the 
1977 plexiglass models of the 
bhong. Perhaps you have 
observed one of these in a 
friend's room and thought it to be 
a lamp or abstract hatrack. 
-Better yet, your friend might 
have offered you one. Regard-
less, the bhong is a variation of 
tlie waterpipe that has become 
extremely popular over tl1e last 
decade. Its success is due 
primarily to its economical fea-
ture of yielding more from less. 
One is able to stretch a given 
organic substance (tobacco for 
, example) much longer than if one 
were to use rolling papers or a 
pipe. Th~ bhong was first 
popularized in bamboo form. 
Perhaps your brother brought 
one back from Vietnam. -
However cracking and -
cleaning problems warranted a 
superior design. Then along 
came technology and the plexi-
glass bhong. At first the 
plexiglass bhong came with a 
carbureator, a small tube pur-
pendicular to and halfway inside 
the larger tube that instantan-
eously propelled a large quantity 
of smoke down one's throat. This 
, :,feature: was dr.opped in .favor of 
-something much simpler and 
. cheaper,., the. shotgun .hole. , 
,.rt:Tesently, · bhongs are offered· in 
an incredible array ·of colqrs, 
shapes and sizes. ·There are 
' mini-bhongs, · dou~le-barrel 
hhongs, multi-chamber bhongs, 
old men-bhongs, double-barrel 
multi-chamber bhongs, old men--
bhongs, pregnant-bhongs and 
monster bhongs. Some · are 
intricately hand-painted, while 
others are transparent and allow 
the bopgee to observe the 
rnounti~g mass of smoke. Then, 
therea ·~re the home-rnades. 
Ever since a large percent-
age of the younger generation 
began experimenting with a new 
'social vice, the practice of 
pipe-making has taken unique 
dimensions. Many home-made 
pipes are works of art, unbefit-
MADNESS' 
/film Series 
Thursday 7 &9 pm in Textor 102 
Ithaca College 
(free and open to the public) 
April 7th King Lear 
Aijril 14 Edward Munch 
ting of. a policeman's evidence 
satchel. The bhong is no 
exception as many Ithaca con-
sumers will attest. One Ithaca 
brand, the Whizzong, is carefully 
hand-painted and has a remove-
able base for easy cleaning. The 
\ 
r 
creations are each ~~~bered aria 
no two are the same. Another 
local - talent makes what is 
approprfately called "a boorri". It 
is constructed out of plumbing 
sections and a female petcock 
valve. In place of a shotgun hole, 
it has a gaping opening that is 
temporarily blocked by a deo-
derant cap. When pressure from 
inhaling reaches a maximum, the 
cap is yanked out and BOOM! 
Many people in . the past have 
constructed bhong~ out of PVC 
(polyvinylchloride) pipe sections. 
However as of late, there has 
been research indicating that 
PVC is dangerous to human 
health and a possible cause of 
cancer. It is now'illegal to run 
drinking water through PVC 
pipe. One of its present uses is in 
sewage plumbing. 
The greatest problem a -
bhong presents is 'keeping it 
cle;n. However after it is :used 
once, presumedly with an illegal 
substance, that gleaming perfec-
tion of colored acrylic becom'es a 
monster, criminally ascribed in 
the sheriffs handbook as "drug 
paraphenalia". Suddenly your 
pride and joy goes un'tlerground 
and must continually be hidden 
or di~guised. The tell-tale resin 
stains mount until that transpar-
ent tube is filled with what 
resembles a mutant killer virus 
on the Late Night Horror Movie. 
What's worse is that it smells as 
had as it looks. Perhaps many of 
you have entered someone's 
f,tJom only to be greeted by a 
">.,, ,,," .;;> .... ,._,,:-..,'i_.,;;~.,;:::, ..... ~::M /MIN.'~-"::;v,-~,~V~"~ ...... M~, .... , .. ,;~<-;>;, 
Char Pit· 
restaurant 
steaks & .~hops 
elmira road . 273-0777~ 
· across from Grand .. Union ; 
oannon Yoeurt Sale 3 For $1 
Sandwhich Ot The Day 93' 
Discount Beer Prices 
Cones, Shakes. Sundaes 
I 
oanny~Yo·Soft frozen Yoeurt Plus MahY Other Deli Items 
.- .. \~ri,_jJ Odt>~ 
.- -~~~~~~'. - . --
' . Hours: Open Til Midiiite Sunday Thru Th~rsd~·y 
Friday & :S.aturday Til 2AM · .-. : 
. ' ' . . 
l. '• 
•,·J '""I,' ••• 
foul, pungent stench. You search 
the corners of the room for an 
over-laden kitty litter box, but 
there's . none· there. It's his 
bhong. Some people treat their 
bhongs like first semester -
Freshn:ien do their laundry. 
They never change the water. 
This yields a taste close to Saga 
leftovers. Then, there are those 
people who delight in grossing 
others out by drinking old bhong 
water. These people usually 
emerge at parties ant their 
motivation is monetary. Never-
thele~s they have as much 
courage and brains as 1910 
Ringling side-shOY( performers. 
Dirty bhongs are not only 
disgusting and unsightly, they 
are illegal. Its bad enough , 
getting arrested for possessing a 
smelly bhong, but just imagine 
the judge's face when your 
prosecutor produces exhibit A. 
Some bhongs may be cleaned 
quite easily by adding two 
tablets of Efferdent and leaving 
it overnight. Others demand 
hours of scraping and scrubbing. 
Better safe and sore, then sorry 
and sent-up! 
There are many myths often 
perpetuated ab<,>ut the bhong and 
the act of bhonging. One such 
myth is that bhongs are painful 
and harmful to the throat. While 
I wouldn't recommend one to 
someone with chronic bronchitis, 
it can be truthfully ·st!ite.d;'thaV 
this misconception is false. This 
myth is the result of people 
overfilling "the bowl", failing to , 
use enough water, or hesitating 
until the smoke is good and stale. 
No-one likes stale smoke, not 
even your Uncle Nerd. Other 
myths :ire that' 'bhongs are 
addictive, phallic,. communist -
and status symbols. All are 
ridiculous and probably based on 
rumuors circulated by right-wing 
roachclip manufacturers. 
Some readers might contend 
that this subject matter is 
observation, not a contention, 
that the bhong is not an 
uncommon sight in contempor-
ary society. You won't see 
people walking with them on the 
streets, merely because they 
are not a portable implement. 
You will, however. find them in 
the homes of down-to-earth, 
healthy, respectable people like 
yourselves. Regardless of vice 
preference, one must admit that 
the principal of the bhong is 
sound, that the-design is clever, 
and that the result is effe~tive. 
MUSIC 
NOTES 
Risley Resi ential College 
and the Cornell Student Finance 
Commission present an extraor-
dinary concert experience with 
TIMPANI IN SOLO AND EN-
~l<~MRLE on Wednesday, April 
rn at 8:15 p.m. at Risley College 
on the Cornell 1;ampus. Jesse 
Kn•gal. timpanist, and his small 
virtuoso ensemble will wrap up a 
day in rt!sidence on campus, 
conducting workshops and dis-
<'llssions, with a free pcrform-
anct• that has been described as 
"a luxuriancl' of textures far out 
or thP ordinary." 
Thl' t•ns;cmhlt• fpatures prin-
l'ipal playt·r~ of the Ruffalo 
l'hilarrnonit· Orchestra: Jesse 
Kr°<'gal, timpanbt; John Bur, 
gPss, flutist; Marilynn Kregal, 
'Pt·o11<I violinist; ,James Kl•n-
1wd_v. t't'lli1st; ,John Landis:' pia-
ni,t; and Lynn Ilarhold, percus-
,ionist.. 
Tht' t·oncert program . will 
int·ludt• works of 1''etler .and 
Clanville-llicks for piano, per-
<·us~ion. timpani; Rach and Tcl-
Pniann for ffutt•, violin and cello; 
and a work written for the 
t'l1'Pmhlt· hy Morris Haigh. 
from page2 ooBOC 
disturbingly tasteless and fit. programming on campus. We 
only for a subversive drug feel that our offer to ALS is 
culture magazine like High - extremely reasonable. In addi-
Times. If so, ·they should have tion to financial support, we will 
turned the page long ago. The he glad to help with any technical 
headline should have been fair assistance which will make the 
warning. It is, however, an · black concert a success 
Featuring 
Steaks, Seafood, and 
· King- sized Sandwiches 
Anyone finishing a D-imitri's 
Dagwood 
is entitled to a Free Draft 
- Open 11 A.M .. t A.M. 
Upstairs overlooking Cafe 
Square at th~ Pyramid Mall 
. ~~ 
PYRAMID MALL~ .i l • , 1 J 
ITHACA, N:Y .. ·14850 TELEPHONE . · ..(601t·2s1-33n 
I. 
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I. C. Lacrosse 
By Reid Walmark 
There has hcen a consis-
tency prohlcm this season for the 
Ithaca College Lacrosse squad. 
LC. took it on the chin from 
Syracuse University, 27 to 3, on. 
a warm spring night Qn the 
Orangemen's home "carpet." 
Two days later in Ithaca, the 
Blue and Gold rebounded with a 
~I to 6 win against Oswego State. 
Last Wednesday's contest 
was interrupted by rain and 
lightning ;ith the Orange up 8-0. 
The pause did nothing but. 
increase S.U.'s momentum. It 
was 10-0 · he fore Barry Cohen 
scored llhaca'S FIRST GOAL. 
Tho srorP was 25-1 before Paul 
Quality Custom 
Framing 
Horowitz and Bill Shatz register-
ed unassisted goals in the fourth 
stan;rn. 
The score was not indicative 
of the real difference between 
the two clubs. Bomber coach Bill 
Ware explains, "Syracuse had 
special addidas turf shoes, while 
we were falling down -quite a bit 
wearing sneakers'." Syracuse is 
a better team - but not 24 goals 
superior, if the two opposed each 
other under normal conditions. 
expects: "Brockport will be 
extremely tough, tbey're a sen-_ 
ior dominated team." This 
Saturday at 2:00 P.M. the 
Ithacans travel to Hamilton, 
N.Y_ to battle Colgate Univer-
sity. Last seas'c)n LC. beat 
Colgate by ten goals, however, 
this year Colgate is much im-
proved. Next Wednesday the 
Blue and Gold visit R.I.T., a 
team coached by a former LC. 
student, 
In t'his young season, the 
varsity has been hampered by 
. injuries to: Tim Collins, Bob 
Donhauser, Tommy Robinson 
and Bob Albino. Collins is a 
senior co-captain ,nidfielder, a-
long with Frand Caufield who 
assisted Barry Cohen's Syracuse 
goal. Ithaca still has thirty men 
on a squad dominated by fresh-
men .and sophomores. 
Trivia Quiz 
oy .George Goodman 
QUESTION ONE 
Inrnajor league _baseball, there 
ar<· four new managers who have 
n<'vcr hcforc been managers in 
th<· major leagues. Name these 
n11•n and their present team. 
(llJESTION TWO 
Thl'rc arc six new managers who 
have managed in the major 
l<'agues prior to this year. Name 
these men and their present 
tPam. 
(!UESTION THREE 
Onl_\ two National Basketball 
. \..,~ociation players have scored 
in doubl<· figure!, in all of their 
game-;. (One player plays for the 
Lo!, Angeles Lakcrs. the other 
for the Roston Celtics.) 
<llJESTION FOUR 
:-;tl'vc Shutt of the Montreal 
( ·anadians· !,Cored 60 goals to set 
a n·cord for mo!->t goals !,Cored by 
a ll'ft wing. \\'ho -;et the record 
ha<·k in l!lfi8-H9. (He is now in the 
\\'orld Ilock<·.v Asl-OCiatjon.) 
<llJES'l'lON FIVE 
Th<· Montrl'al Canadians set a 
rc•rorcl this season with 60 
victories. This broke the old 
rl'C"ord of 58. What team held 
thi~ record and when was it set.? 
(HJESTION SIX 
For the third vear, Montreal's 
Cuv Lafleur sc~red at least 50 
go:~b-in a season. Only two other 
pla_vl'r!, in NHL history have . 
-..corl'd 50 goals in three different 
'-t•a-..ons. Name them . 
<WESTION SEVEN 
Bo!,ton Rruin'!, defcnseman Mike 
Milhurv !,Ct a h-am record this 
_vl'ar f~r the most penalty mi.: 
nut.I'!, al'cumulatecl. What Bruin 
h,·lcl thi!, n·<·ord "ince the 1927-8 
.... ,.a .... on. 
-The Frame Sho 
-
15 Years Experience 
414 W. Buffalo St. 
272-1350 
Friday's Oswego State game 
was an inconsisten I.C. perform-
ance. Ithaca cruised to a 9-2 lead\ 
late in the third period before it 
let down. Freshman at_tackman · 
Barry Cohen was instrumental in 
building the Bomber lead. He 
scored I.C.'s first three goals at 
27 seconds, 51 seconds and 4:46. 
(Ile ended up with 5 goals and 2 
assists) With a commanding lead 
coach Ware began substituting 
£reply, thus enabling Oswego to 
creep hack into the match. 
Boniber Eleven Prepares 
Ithaca's next three games will 
, not be easy. Today the Blue and 
Gold entertain Brockport State 
· at 3:00 P.M. · Coach Ware 
At,jATAC 
G.4~0£N. [~tSTAY~AmJ-
c·hinese-Am.erica~ Food 
114 W. State Street 
by Reid Wal.mark 
You can't rest for a minute. 
Not if you want to build a 
championship football team. And 
by no means is Varsity head 
coach Jim Butterfield resting. If 
he ·is- not.pointing out the finer.· 
details of the IC grid-program to 
prospective recruits, then he is 
busy conducting . wi_nt~r ~ope-, 
out:s_ The Ith,l!k~, C~lte~ fcm_tball 
program is con·staritly · in· motion: 
. on .the field in.-the· late:s1ihimer· 
and fall, training in . the . off-. 
season, and continually seeking 
, replacements .. for · ~aduating· 
seniors. 
The winter program has ended 
while the recruifing period will 
Ithaca College ~ureau of Concerts 
presents 
THE PIANO MAN 
BILLY JOEL 
Satu~day April ·23,- 1977 
Bea,i Light Gym'-
.. 
8:30prn 
Tickets 
5oOO· IC Advance 
5.50 Gen. Public· Advance 
-- . 
6000 Day of ._Sh_ow-_. 
T1cKETs oN· sALE<NoW:1 
OFFICE.OF.CAMPUS ACTIVl·T_IES·:· 
. . . . . ( ~ " .. , .. 
'· 
conclude in May. Both areas 
appear to be successful. Coach 
Butterfield is pleased with the 
weight lifting and agility tests of 
the recent months: "I am happy-
with it in an overall sense. Yey 
some individuals have not 
worked up to their capabilities; 
while others have been hard 
workers. We have increased the 
difficulty of our lifting exercises 
by enforcing stricter rules. In 
addition, the average scores 
Badminton 
At· I. Co 
crmtinued on page 9 
Tourney 
~ •• ' ·1 
ITIIACA ... Radminton anyone'! 
fkn Light Gymnasium will be the 
... it.<• of the first Ithaca College 
lladminton Tournament to be 
hl'ld Saturday, April !fi at 9:30 
a. m .. 
Open to all badminton enthu-
-..iasts throughout the Ithi,tca 
ar<·a. the tournament will feature 
four competitive flights including 
.op1•n and novice. singles for men 
and women. 
· Free 
Pizza Delivery lid. 
27-2•1950 
\\'inn<'rs Y.ill have·their names 
l'ngraved on a plaque _ to be 
rbpla.ved in the ·Hill· P.hysical 
l·:d ucation Center. and trophies 
,1 ill Ill' awarded to the first three 
fini!,hcr!-> in all 'divisions. 
Th<· permanent plaque will be 
kno,\ n a!, the Harold Allen 
;\ ,1 arcl, honoring the Ithaca 
Coll<'g<· honorary trustee from 
(;rl'al Nl'ck. Long Island, who 
ha-.. long supported athletics at 
Ithaca. 
,\n entry foe will he charged to 
hl'lp cover the costs of registra-
tion. individual awards, rcfresh-
11;c;nt-.. and a hox lunch. 
Entn· blanks and additional 
tournam~nt information can· be 
obtained from the Ithaca College 
Intramural Sports Office in the 
I !ill P.K Center (Phone li07-274; 
:l:l~O). All entries must he 
rl'Lurnl'd to tlie Ithaca College 
Intramural' Sports Office on or 
postma1·kl'd no later than Tues-
1la.v, April 12. 
MAYER'S 
SMOKE--SHOP 
.' 
Foot Of Aurora Street Hill 
. . 
All_ Smoke~'s Supplies 
· Paperbound Books · 
.I 
Magazin~$ 
. Newspapers, 
' , .... 
'. 
,• 
,, 
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... Bomber El_even 
Nii,. from P'IIB 8_. 
~o~Dana 
Awards 
Conunnnications 
Awards 
',-~,.,, ·'\:' 
'--~ have increased. In that way our quest for receivers is going 
winter program has been sue- smoothly. The coach is satisfied 
cessful." · with the recruiting work of this 
The winter workouts are con- year:- "Right now we -are about a 
stucted in a competitive· manner month ahead of schedule. There 
with the top performers re- are in , the neighborhood of 45 
ceiving nonfinancial rewards . athletes who could end up at 
from the State Theater and Ithaca next year." 
Napoli Pizz"1. Refering to the Looking ahead to next sea-
"winners" of the competition, the son. in Mr. Butterfield's words: 
coach feels, "That in order to "Next year we'll have a tougher 
win, an athlete has to have schedule. Still, I ,think we'll, be 
something special." In order of competitive without question, 
placement, the first five finishers but we have a question marks 
were: Terry . Coholan, John that have to be answered. Last 
Fury, Sam D'Agostino, Dave . year we were· a young team; In 
Hambleton, and Rick Jordan. 1977 we will be a young team 
An equally important phase again, but with experience this 
of football's offseason woi:k is time. 
recruiting; and according to Ithaca has been to the nation 
Coach Butterfield it appears to al finals in 1974 and 75. Will 1977 
be progressing positively. A few make it three out of four? The ' 
priorities Ithaca College has· in beginning of the answer to that 
recruiting ar~ lineman and re- question starts with summer 
ceivers. At the present time the practi~e in August. From there? 
Ai'iSWERONE 
\'prn Rapp-St. Louis \, 
,Jop ,\ltohl'lli-San Francisco \~ 
Ho_\' I larbl'il'ld-Toronto 
Torn I.aSorda-Los Angdps 
A:\SWERFOUR 
Hohln- !lull 
I ' ' 
A~SWER FIVE 
:\~SWERTWQ l..1,t _n·ar·, Montreal Canadians 
t 'huck Ta~1wr-l'itbhurgh 
l>ieh'. \\ illiarn,.,-Montreal A~SWER SIX 
I l1·nna11 Franks-( 'hicago ('uhs 
Darri·II ,John!-,on-~Pattk• I :ohh_\' [lull and Phil Esposito 
.Jack Mrl\\'On-Oakland 
11,oh l.Pmon-C"hieago White Sox A;"l;SWER SEVEN 
Al\iSWER THREE 
Lakl'r...,' Karc1·m Ahdul-,Jahhar 
and ("Pit< ,Jo .Jo \\'hill' · !·:ddil' ;-;hor1• 
U59~nRd. · ~9n5 
·A FIVE MINUTE RIDE I', WORTH 
• , SOMETHJNG EXTRA 
·ANNOUNCING 
Our New Dinner Specials! 
THURSDAYS SEAFOOD NIGHT 
Fresh .Pan Broiled Haddock 
Fresh Broiled Scallops 
Steamed Alaskan- King Crab 
Sundavs 
-·-Too Sirloin Steaks 
this week's -entertainment 
3.75 
5.25 
6.50 
3.65 
FRIDA'{ AND SATURDAY . 
·• Dana·Simmons 
hearty seasonal hot drinks 
_ . ·generp~s. ~an,dV'i~hes, sn_a~ks. · _ -. 
· - ,Jtin&tonics-rblOOdY .rnarvs---- alw~Y~:]5~ 
- ~~, I h ' • ' 
continued fromPpi 1 
John Harcourt has taught in 
the English department at the 
College for twenty-four- years 
and is recognized by students 
and colleagues alike as a superb 
teacher and highly stimula_t!ng 
classroom lecturer. "What the 
students always say about Har-
court," says Dean Tom Longin, 
"is that he motivates them to do 
their best work. He is deeply 
committed to humanistic educa-
. tion, and because he is such an 
articulate spokesman on the 
subject he is also able to 
important contributions .to the 
College beyond the classroom.,~ 
By Laurie Rosenblatt 
Members of the Ithaca Col-
lege community .have been con-
gradulating three students in the 
School of Communications for 
their -·victories in the annual 
A.E.Rho awards competition, 
Michael Greeneig 177,' Harry 
Weinger '79 (better known as 
Harry Stevens), and Robyn 
Carter '79 were among the ·15 
winners in the national honorary 
broadcasting society's nation--
wide contest. -
· Greeneig, former president 
of the chapter of AE-Rho at LC., 
won for his audio satire of 
television record ads entitled 
"The Albert DeSalvo Story". He 
can be commended -ever further 
because he won a prize last year. 
Weinger was honored for his 
radio program entitled "Mid-
night Snack". He submitted the 
episode of his weekly series 
which contained an interview 
with jazz guitarist George Ben-
son. Weinger is currently -the 
music director for WICB-FM. 
When asked about how he felt 
about winning Weinger stated "I 
didn't think I'd win but receiving 
the recognition on a national 
level was an incredible fulfill-
ment. We all spend a lot of time 
doing what we do, sometimes 
more than we should, but this 
time it was worth it." 
Carter, the WICB-T.V. -
news director took laurels for her 
production of the daily news 
show, "News Scene". 
In addition to being an 
outstanding classroom teacher, 
Harcourt has published number 
of articles on Shakespeare and 
has served on a number of 
important College committees. 
Ile is currently serving a two-
year terrn as a faculty represen-
tative to the Board of Trustees 
and has recently all recommen- "lllllllllll•-------------..-------=-i::i 
The winners were honored 
at a banq4et held last Saturday 
Night at the Mayflower Hotel in · 
Washington, D.C. Traditionally 
held the same week as the 
National Association of Broad-
casters (NAB) Convention, the 
banquet this year featured Vice--
President of the NAB, Thomas 
Swafford as keynote speaker. 
dations for faculty tenure and ARNOLD PRIN. TIN-G promotion. His long-time associ-
ation with the College has made CORPORA TIQN 
him an excellent source on the 
history·of-the institution, which FOR ALL v:ouR 
he is writing and will publish as a . • ' 
hook in the near future. Both his PRINTING NEEDS 
undergraduate and graduate de-
grees are from Brown Univer- LETTERPRESS ·a OFFSET 
... it,v. 
(607)_ 272•7800 416 E. State St. 
Ithaca N.Y. 
197,7 
Summer Session l 
May 30 to June 24 
Mini Session· 
June 27 to .July 8 
Summer Session U 
Juh 11 to August 5 
Social Science 
Fine Arts 
Radio-TV 
Drama 
Natural Science 
Music 
Athletics 
Film 
Humanities 
Exhibits 
Theatre 
Cinematography 
Health 
Recreation 
Work Shops 
Communications Arts 
Business Administration 
ALSO 
Summer 
_ Repertory 
----* Theatre 
. Summer Re_creaiion at its Fin.~st. 
,,,.' ' .-. :,,;··, . . .. 
•i. 
~ ,, 
.:, 
... , 
' •. 
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It looks like bee1:· It ,tastes like beet: It's even wet like beer. 
l~ut don't let that fool y<..)U. Schn1idt's is brewed by.our experts to 
en1barrass n1ortal beet: · . s· h ' d fl / 
It kn<..~cks t~c ~01i~pc.ti,tion 01,1 it~ r~~:. ·C m1· tis 
And Schn11dt s docsn t C<..)st a B1on1c - · .1; 
arn1. cithci: In c~sc·you d<..)n· t happe·11 t<..'Y°J)e a six . 'l'hc bc~r th(,t. might n1t1kc · 
· 111illi<..)n dollar person. ·. Phil<~dclphia fclmous. 
C SCHMIDT & SONS, INC . PHILA , PA 
r • 
. ~ .· •,": 
. - .. ·: ...... -- - --.. . .. _ ... -·- '". - ..... .... . . _, _,, ---· .. - . ' ' . . : - ·-·- ··-·---··--'-' ~· ..... · ____ ___;_:_  _;_..:..___.::_'' -~ 
- ____ ' ' ·------
• • ' • •, ~ • • ' I ': ' 
.J ··-
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200 Beers A~o Today 
by Jeff Sawyer 
Now that it's over, the Bicentennial Celebration 
has been pretty ··well forgotten by a majority of 
Americans. The 200--year old flags are all 
dishtowels now, the Paul Revere buttons are in the 
rubbish, and the Tall Ships have been turned back 
into kindling wood. And so it is in the true spirit of 
'76 that, at the risk of being repititious, the Ithacan 
brings you this one, last, Bicentennial Minute: 
220 years ago today, the parents in Long ls\and 
held a meeting. T~e leader of the group, Paul 
Revereberg, spoke up first. "Ladies and GentJe·-
men;"' he said, "We need a place to send our 
children, a place where they will be pro_tected from 
Indians, work, and all the other vulgar realities of . -
the outside world.''. Betsy Rossowitz then suggest-
ed they build a huge country club', 'somewhere in 
the rolling hills of. Central New York, where the 
children might relax, and play, and Have Fun. 
Wise old Ben -Franklin quickly .stood up and 
disagreed, sayin_g that y~ung folks should study 
and learn, that they might grow up conscientious 
---
and intelligent young adults. But he was quickly 
hushed and sent back to Cornell, where he 
belonged. ' 
And soon the parents set about the task of 
building their country club. They hired workers to 
take care of their childrens' every need: to cook for 
them, to clean their buildings for them, and to wash 
their bedsheets for them. And they built an indoor 
pool and an outdoor pool, that the children might be 
able to swim and splash about both summer .and 
winter. And they built a games room, that if the 
children should tire of swimming they would not be 
bored. They built a pub i_l}_the v~ry center of the 
grounds, that the little children might not tire their 
feet walking too far for a beverage. And they 
· supplied a small book full of things c~lled courses, 
that the children might wish to·try. while there, 
should they desire to learn. But the -children did 
not, and they usually slumbered the whole da) 
through, that tlley might be wide awake for their 
nightly frolicks. . 
Not wanting their children to be unhappy, the· 
parents gave them checkbooks, and television sets, 
and Buicks, that they might buy things anti trave 
ahout as they wished. 
And after four years at this wonderful place th< 
children were given a piece of paper and a 
handshake, and sent out into the world, to make a 
living. And the other children went to the owners 
of all the places they thought they might like to 
work, and held up their pieces of paper, smiling. 
But the employers said "No," and the children were 
taken aback. They knew not th~ meaning of this 
word. Their parents had never spoken it to them. 
No one at the country club had ever spoken it to 
them. They went elsewhere and held up their 
pieces of paper again, but were again turned away. 
And knowing not what to do they went back to see 
Ben Franklin, who now worked hard at his own 
-business, and was ,successful, and happy. And 
when they held up th!?ir pieces of paper Ben looked 
down on them, and shook his head sadly, and said 
nothing. 
Arid that's the way it is, today. 
HeroeS Fade Awa 
All members of the College community are urged 
to return the copy of the Alcohol Use Survey. which 
they have received. The surveys may be left at any 
campus mail room or returned to the Office of 
Campus Activities in the Egbert Union. 
by Bruce Safford 
First we had heroes, or more accurately, they 
had heroes: since we weren't around. Heroes were 
those people that had six-guns with an infmite 
supply of bullets. Heroes were those people (then) 
that existed in radios and on the screen. And they 
were worshipped, for they represented all that was 
good, all that was holy to them. They ·epitomized 
the rightness of the life. They were manifestations 
of the Monroe. Doctrine ll!ld.~anjfes.t Desti!}y. 
. Now, an anti-hero.is that person with no bullets, 
hut an infinite gun. See the distinction? No? Oh. _ 
But we were talking about women. It has been 
c'onjectured that this is more than sporadic 
experience. (Women of course as whole but more 
exactly when something happens like this):(this by 
. the way was found scribbled on a New York Times 
and dated Fri., 1 April, 3:15PM that was found in 
the Union, obviously the product of an idle mind(: 
Lookatithisway, lookatitthisway, and pointed 
back across the room which was large and empty 
and only peopled.by a few except her, and he said, 
a!> you turn your head it's quite like the motion 
involved by the Japanese in seppuku, a ritual of 
self-disembowelment. You will notice when she 
- entered, and you know how you knew? Well as you 
turn your- head,· with that motion you crystallize 
the entire process, you have done it all ready in 
]OUr mind.· your guts have been ·spilled to begin 
with, but of course you continue with the complete 
picture of the sword in such an unnatural position, 
- up to its hilt in the left side of your stomach and you 
know the turning of your head will absolutely cause 
the blade to be drawn across and through and kill, 
hut you do. you have no choice in the matter; and so 
:-- there's the slow, s-1-o-w tearing of your g_l!t by the 
blade, then your insides of both your stom~ch and 
your- head are outside, exposed tQ_ the drying air, 
spilled out and ~xpo~ed see; a_nd she doesn't. God 
knows what she's thinking about but she sure ain'~ 
made you a consideration. That's when you see 
what the real pain Is. Oblivious she is. And therein 
lies the joke. Wfiich is very funny if you look at it 
right. Hold your mouth right, like Joe Ben said. Joe 
Ben. You know Joe Ben. Sure you do. 
SOMETIMES A GREAT NOTION. Who wrote it, 
class? .. Ah-hah. How many of you read it? 
Disappointing. (I love the noises teachers make. 
Sorta like doctors: AH. HMMMM.(with a squint of 
the eyes) l s~ee.. And t_he things they do with 
their hands w~_en the get nervous. I used to go to 
this school, and the head of . the English 
Department was a typical fool who was unordinary · 
only in that he could wrap.himself around himself 
like some goddamn Indian fakir. Used to get his 
arms alUwisted up in his legs. One time he fell off 
his desk and into one of those big plastic garbage 
cans, see, and he got stuck. He couldn't get out. So 
we all say there and watched him turn purple for a 
while. Then some jerk helped him out. 
But we were talking about women ... I can just 
imagine the people out there who've actually found 
this article tucked back there somewhere, who 
knows where, but for the fact you know, you know 
for a fact that there'll be about two million--
misprints before you get to it. And they're not 
gonna stop now that they made it this far, you 
know that too. The funny thing is though (or she or 
she. God I forgot) he's got all the way down here, 
went on to page ten-when it told him to and it was 
really on six arld god! he's made it. There's a word 
for that in Portugese. They'd call you a 
LUMRONE. Isn't Farrah Fawcett-Majors terrible.-
I mean really. Why I bey shes knocked the feminist 
movement hack for tern years. Then again, she's 
done wonders for the poster industry, so I guess it 
balances out. That's capitalism for you. Wonderful 
ain't it'!_ 
A Rest~urtl!'t for 111 Seasons 
· ). Elmira Road, Ithaca, N.Y. Ring--272-648_4 
I .- ' ' • ,_ I • ' 
, 
If you have not obtained a copy of the survey, 
additional copies .are available at the Office of 
Campus Activities. It is hoped that as many people 
as possible will respond to the survey. 
TheLIVER: 
TAVERN 
Best Drinks Anywhere· 
Great Steaks .. &· Seafood 
t;~~/Friendly Atm~sphere 
Sing-a-Long Fridriv&S<tturday 9:.'>fJ Open 
Tues-Sat 
5-1 2027 SLATERVILLE RD. 
By attending Adelphi, dose to home, you may find it more 
pleasant than you expected to fit in six or as many as 12 
summer credits. Our first session starts early (May 31). 
Adelphi's summer courses may be just what you want: 
short and intensive, concentrating on the essentials. You 
· can get crucial credits out of the war in a relaxed, 
congenial atmosphere. Summer can be used to focus on 
one difficult course. To shorten time in college. To get the 
jump ~n your final semester, or to start a Master's. 
UNDERGRADUATE SUMMER REDUCTION: If you take 5 
credits in one summer session, you save $10; if you take 6 
credits, you save $20; if 7, you save $30; if 8, you save $40; 
if 9, you save $50. 
mu CAN R~ISTER ENTIRRY BY MAIL 
If W)lJ 1lEAUY HAVE NO TIME TO WASJF. call: (516) 248-2020 
(If you have a special problem, or above number is busy, 
call: (516).294-8700, Ext. 7214.) 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
. · Return coupon to:. Summer Inquiry Room, levermore Hall B 
. _ Adelphi University, Garden City, N.Y. 11530 
Please send me Adelphi's Summer 19n Bulletin and 
Registration Pack for: 0 Summer 1: May31toJuly1 
· . · . ·· 0 Summer2:JulyntoAugust12 
0 ·undergraduate credit O g~d~te _credit O non-credit 
0 _need course· descriptions for t~ansfer credit. Name_· _________________ _ 
Address-----------------
'City _______ State _____ Zip_.-. 
.Telephone 
College a'ttending ______ _ 
... . - ... :.~- .. . ,,· .. .:. ~·,,, ... 
' • ,t , -. _,,~:·' 
_ .. _,-;-.... 
I-~ , ....... : '.'_/:': •, :: ' 
,· 
.. 
. "·' 
l-J 
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Thumbs Dowll ·To ·Hitchhikinl{ ···· 
By Timothy CallaghllD 
While hitchhiking continues 
lo he• the· ,·ollege ~tudent's most 
acce•s..,ihle• and expedient means 
or tran!-.portation, it is nonethe-
less illc·gal and potentially dan-
gp1·011:-.. But neither mitigating 
f:u·tor has ri:slrained the swell-
i r•g- ll•g1011s or the highway thumh 
t raveli·rs. 
S1•ction 1157 (a) of New York 
;-;1.att• lav. d1·1"J'l'l'S that "No 
IH'r . .,on ..,hall st.,ind in a roadway 
for th1· purposP of soliciting a 
ri,h•" .... and e•xle·nds the term 
"roadwa_v" in arlirle (h) hy 
i1a·lurling "proximity"; thus mak-
ing lhl' di..,la11ce from the high-
\~a.v clb,rrl'tionary. 
in complying with this soliciting 
law. 
New Jersey, in particular, 
arrested 1,624 hikers in 1974 
New York, while generally more 
lenient in enforcement, found it 
necf!ssary to arrest 4,644 people 
in the same year for violation of 
lhe,statute. 
Luckit.y for the auto-less 
trav_eler, the Ithaca police arc 
permissive, empathizing with 
onerous cfo,tances that one must 
journey and they seldom adhere 
to thl' strict interpretation of this 
law. 
"Selclom," however, does 
not mean "never", and an Ithaca 
College student discovered this 
on' Monday atfternoon. He was 
thumhing in the road heside 
/ .. 
' 
could .cause a ~rious accident 
"'<._hen )i driv~r ~lops to pick up 
someone.' The ears behind him 
. · . do11't know he's going to stop." 
Rut de.spite thejr 'vociferous cries 
of traffic accidents and tie-up's, 
and the lurking dangers of crime, 
. several responsible figures in: ' 
eluding Connecticut Governor, 
Ella Grasso. 
The Connecticut . governor 
has l'Xpresscd the view that it 
was the. only available means of 
transportation for a large num-
ber of people, and she rammed-~ 
hill through the state senate in 
.. May 1975 making it legal, except 
;. on limited-access highways. 
. · And while limited surveys 
. have done in 'New Jersey and 
llit('hhiking is prohihiled in 
fort 1· ,-,tale,; although the degree 
of ,·nfon·,·nwnt variPs; half of 
th, w forty have a "permissive" 
at l itud1·. t a<"illy allowing it if 
I 1 • .lTi, ::1 not imp1•d1•d. But some 
-..I.all'!-. ar1· romparalivdy au..,ll're 
· Rothchild's· when a. police c;ir 
pullt·d up, told him to move 
farther from the hustling inter-
-..1·1·liori:and to rl'slrict his hiking 
mouth," he returned to his post 
on If to find a second police car 
dcsc1•oding upon him,. , .. Had he 
not directly rehuked the lenitive 
v. a_rnings of the first policeman, 
he would not ·h;,tve received a 
court summons, and the subse-
.,," California, the office of Legisla-
tive Research in Connecticut 
ft;els "there is still no conclusive 
PViclence of the amount of crime 
n•latl'd to hitchhiking." Police' 
man across the nation arc 
re~ponding with stern admoni-
ciuent $10 fjne. . The police are 
not out to arrest hitchhikers and 
w·ill usually tell you to mov·e to 
the sickwalk. 
,1,: .. 
,!,,1, •· 
to lhe ~idcwalk. _ 
Ignoring the axiomatic law 
of "don't. look a gift horse in the A police officer 'said, "lt lions and scores of suhstantive 
;; ' 
, ... · ·~ ·-: .. 
• 
• :.,-~:woys to do it 
~,tjfqy~~. ,'' 
'1 
Six \\'l'l'ks l~1sic l';imp ;1t Frnt Knox, Kentucky. 
You'll get $SOO for attending a challenging camp. And. if your peiformance is 
exceptional. you just may qualify for a two-year scholarship as you enter 
the Advanced Program. 
2 
\ !ult ipll' l'llt ry/( >11-c.1111pus sumrner pn >gr; 1111. 
Enll'r Army I~( >TC during your freshman or s1)phomorl' year \\'Ith no military 
obligation. You'll find n rurrirnlum I hat's tlexihll' and exciting t'nough to meet your 
dass srlwdull' and arackmir lll'l'cls. You ma\· l'\'t.'11 ronsiclt·J' enrolling this stimmer 
in /\nny I~( >TC on campus. :\t thl' l'nd of the summer you may find yourst•lf 
di.~ibll' for lhl' :\ch·;111n·cl Program. 
3 
.\ch";111rl'cl Pbn·111l·11t 
If you ;1rl' :111 .-\rmy, l'ltT;1n llf" ;i Junior I~( >TC graclu;1Ll'. y,1U-;1n· l'ligihle-ill 
;1ul<>tmtir:tlh· l'!lll't .\ch·;tllrl'cl l~OTC. · 
\, 1111;1[ lt·r ho,, \'IIU l'Illl'!' 
.-\rn1~· I~< ITC. yo1:.'\I 1·,pl'rirnn· ·ad\'rn-
t url's in lc-;1dl'rship. Yllll ·11 k;1rn h, >\\ Ill 
k:1d thn >tt~h h:1nds-011 tr:iinin~ .. \11d 
:1:-: ;1 r;1cll'I ·i11 the .-\ch ;111rl'cl I 11:, ~ 
.L'.Lllll, y1iu'II n·,·t·in· s~;)()() 
11\ l'J" ~ 11( tr ];t:-1 ! \\'I I ~:l•; IJ'S. 
··"' 
\ll rnatil·r \\'helhl'r \·our 
r;m·l'r plan, ;·in· 111ilit;iry 1 >r ci\·ilian. ·upon 
gr:tclmti,1t1 .\rn!_\ ~~' lTC prll\'icll':- for 
l>11th-al·t i\ t' dut ,. :-t;1i u: \\ i1h :1 :-:t;1rti11~ 
:-;tl:1r\' ,·if,>\ l'1·> i 1.::110 ()r rt'-· 
.... ' 
,t·n· t· :-t:1111~.1. \\·t i\l· I >ut \ f, ir 
. --_ Tr:1i11i11.l! i \\·hilt- t·111i>J1 1~·t:cl i1.1 
tilt· t'i\ ili:111 l:u1il1llllllit~·. . 
Lfflm :what it takes .... 
totead~~ 
Call: 
..:· .... 
: .... 
CPT. LARRY W; MATTHEWS 
IOt•BARTON HALL 
ITHACA, NY 14853 
·607 2:56-4000 
~tati~tirs relating crime with 
hitchhiking. Rut most people arc 
Pil.hPr fl•arlcss or ohlivious to 
tht·ir criPs. 
"I doubt it would happen to 
1111•," claimed one dauntless hik-
er,". Onh· in cities· do you have to 
\\ orr.v :· · replied an~ther. In 
.January 1972, an arrested rapist 
and murclPn·r in Roulder, Color-
ado nam1·d Gl~·n Thomas confcss-
1•d to asloni~he•d polirl', that he 
"had raped ove•r a hundred 
\\Omen in lc•!>s than a year." The 
majorit:v of his vi~tims were 
-hitchhikers and th<' last one wa·s 
",hot and thrown i~to a ravine ... 
Police• callt•d him a .:,Jekyll-and--
l!l:v11<! rapi_..,t"; .a _i;a~m, ~.,~rr.i.cd 1!1 
an \\ ifh a little daugnfrr. . 
. : , .. ,\ccording t!) the Ne~ York 
: ,_ j, , 'l'iJllt"S, .statistics rcvcaJ' that . in 
'1).0~1id_t·r. ,ro(~i:~do .. 70 pcr¥cn~- (?f 
all rapl' victims »-ere hitch'hik-
·,·r,: in Ho!-.ton. :3:3 pt•rcent, and in 
n .. rkh·v. California :m percent. 
-'in,; :-.t~di1·~ stat<•(I. ·;·po'lice esti-
matl''i, victim intt•rvil'ws and a 
poll of young hitchhikt·rs from 
l:o!-.lon to :--an f'ranci!-.CO, reveal 
I hat ,me out of every six will 
hPeomc· th1· vil'tirn of some 
t·atag-or_\ of :-.l'x crime." 
ThP:-.i· figures and l'stimatcs, 
a-..toni,hing- as lh1•y ..,l•e•_m, nl•ver-
t.h1·h .. ,s d~·mand a prudent and 
pl'r-..onal rc·-Pvaluation or hitch-
hiking-. \\'hill' man.v will c·schew 
t h1· 111,pad of surh de•krrl'nts. 
1 h•··. f:111 to full.,· unde•r:-.tand the·~· 
t h1·'. an· 1un1 it ting-I_\' parti1·ipat-
111g- i11 "H11-..!',1a11 Hou Id t1·" or thl· 
hig-h\1 :l\-.. a111I facing :-.l'rious 
cr111 1· in:-.t1·arl of thl' lone• hullt·t. 
FIRST 
·ASSEMBLY 
OFCiOD 
520 W. Seneca St. 
Rev. Richarc! J. Thomas 2n-mJ 
Liult• Blue Bus At 
Flai! Pole 9:30 AM 
r,. 
....... 
Sunduvs 
. ~YIQS 
~unday School 9:45 a.m . 
Morning Worship 11 a.m. 
Even!ng Service 7 p.m. 
. ' /~,, ·.lou K1111u· 
-l.'l,ri~i-Or- }11x1 
.-Humr llim~ 
'\ 
\ . 
Health. 
Care~ 
-. . ' . 
Ben~-fi,ts Baharnania .. 
By Jay Snider aithough: Very few'-oftnem·major 
in this field. Finally, it provided 
The faculty and staff of Ithaca Ithaca College's thirteen _ an opportunity for "various kinds 
College are ta.king th~·opportun- Bahamaniacs returned alive and o_f persono.l.growth." 
ity this wee I( to examine. the well enough to give a sun filled , · . - The students were selected 
proposed changes iri their health ~ account of their exploits last : !n the Fa!l, _ meeting_ for 
1
a few 
care benefits. The new_proposal Tuesday in S-202. Don't let their. 1~formal ··- ~e.t ... acquainted s~s-
has already been approvea by tans or my adjectives f9<>l you, it s10ns. :q_r~u~ anthropology die-
the Faculty· and Staf( Councils, was no vacation. I am referring tales adaptation to each ·other as 
and· if no significant objecllons to a one semester anthropolog- well as ~ the island. Group 
arc .raised by tommorrow, Per- h · n ar to 
·sonnel Director Martha Turnbull ical research project led by ~o es1veness was ecess. y 
professor Joel Savishinsky, high- ~nsure s~ooth ~llaborat1on on 
hope~ ~ see ~he pl_an implement- lighted by fieldwork in Cat Island mformat10n and idea&. 
ed by April 19. . 
. lt approved, the new plan of the Bahamas. , The course began at school 
will offer Ithaca College employ~ Ithaca College has one of where the students learned to 
cesa substantial number of new very few undergraduate anthro~ observe and record facts of their 
benefits while only increasing pology departments that actively environment, including people. 
the cost of their insurance sponspr fieldwork. Expeditions. The field experience began in 
slightly. Under the current plan_ of this type are unique in their late January, ending for Spring 
the'College pays $22.67 for each degree of personal involve~ent break. "If anything, they're 
individual employee, and the wherein a student learns through going through the hardest part of 
employee has the option of direct experience. Savishinsky 
acjding a dependent at a cost to outlined their three major goals. the project now" said Savishirl-
the individual of $25.53. . The . The first is that this was the sky• which involves- analyzing 
new plan would have the College first anthropological study on their information. Each parti-
paying $25.11 for each employee, Cat Island and the students are cipant must ~ubmit two analytic 
and the cost to the employee for 1 and descriptive research papers now attempting to compi e a 
a dependent will be $27.61, oi: written work on their findirtgs. and one personal paper. The 
$32.59 if the o~nal-dental p~ · . · topics cover a wide range, for 
i talc -. . . . . Tlie. second :was to ._give the example: tourism; religion, sex 
.
5 
· _;;ile' beirlg· an option· for sludents an -opportunity to prac- roles, ·and aitjtitecture. 
dependents, the d~ntal plan is tice their anlhropolohical skil~. Morey Phippe·n -related some 
included ·on all individual em- " of her primary arixietieir prior to 
ployee. policies, and is the main Married couples working at departure. _She hoped that every 
reason for the increased cost of the College will also benefit from one would get along with each 
the new plan. The Major ~edical the proposed plan since instead other and with the islanders._ 
Dental coverage will pay for 80 of h;i.ving the College pay for two She wondered if they would be 
percent of ·covered dental ex- individual contracts as is -cur- resenttul towards outsiders. 
penscs in .most· fillings. crowns, . rcntly the case, t~ College will Would.there be racial·tensio'n? 
and fi.Ked bridge work. There is · credit the· second individual Others shared these ·worries. 
no dental coverage under the contract to a dependent inclusion Cat Island is fifty miles long 
current plan. so that the second individual 
d d · l · with a population of four to five · Oth~r benefit improvements .contract to a epen ent me us1on 
under the proposed health care so that children can be added thousand. Our anthropologists 
plan include a 120-day hospital cheaply. were located about sixty. yards 
benefit as opposed to the current From·an administrative · ~· frtim Bainstown:-·population ~x-"· 
i' . 
excel 'under· such disorienting accepted by the townspeople and 
circumstances, and they did. they became attached to their 
By eight A.M. everyone had · temporary environment. Upon 
scattered by foot to their differ- returning to the States, Beth 
ent jobs. Some fished, one built Gelda revealed that it was a 
boats, others worked agricultur- , reverse culture shock. Return-
ally. · They would return for I ing to noise, traffic, and un· 
supper, followed by a one to two friendliness made many of them 
hour class to exchange thoughts 
and experiences, and to sort out 
one's own head. 
Jon Levey spoke.on his'initial 
endeavors to eliminate a tourist 
image before be could i?et one. 
The Bahamians laughed at him 
while he consistently tripped 
over rocks during his first few 
days in the fields and he learned 
to laugh along: By gaining their 
acceptance, he became confident 
ro himself, and thus able to 
assimilate. 
Jim Katzenstein walked six 
miles every day to help a man 
build boats. The Bahamian 
owned few tools, but posessed 
incredible dexterity. He built 
them solely by hand, primarily 
.using native madeira wood, 
. sh.J,pihg,each piece with only his 
eyes and his hand axe. 
Eric Amrine worked with a 
fisherman. They fished using 
ordinary fishing line, sundry 
crawfish traps, and spears (for 
younger fishermen only). Fish 
drew a good price from the island 
resorts, but most. ·Bahamians 
preferred the land-locked . occu-
pations. Fishing was relaµvely 
small -scale, for individual; and 
family food. 
These were a few of the 
individual experiences.related at'"'· 
the meeting. The group was 
feel lonely and isolated. Savish-
insky expressed that the loss of 
intimacy created "a sense of 
diffuseness coupled with a sense 
of inarticulateness" demanding a 
period of adjustment. (Jim 
Katzenstein never did· adjust 
however, and was last"' seen doing 
a manic backstroke southbound 
on the Atlantic). 
_Ithaca College's anthropol-
ogical expedition to the Bahamas 
was without question a brilliant 
success. It is proof of the value 
or learning through direct ex-
perience and should be an 
example for other academic 
departments to follow. 
puzzl~_ 
answers 
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299CAS1S 
70 days, making, the. current standpoint the new plan will be ty. They resid.ed in a tiny, four 
$250,000 ceiling for major medi- easier to deal with, since the bedroom, house (large by Ba-
ca!' ~xpenses · unlimited, having . College ~ill only be dealing with hamian standards) that- offered 
major medical expenses in excess one insurance carrier instead of no privacy. Savt~hinsky explain-
. o"r" $500 paid at 100 percent ~s .two. Currently, both Aetna and ,,_··e.i}'thatin sucb·asituation·"there 
opP,°os~d-- to· th·e current·" $106.0 -,Blue Cross are involved in the':•, ··was a ·oegree,of(.enfo'ieed .. intim-
rcquired for 100 percent pay- :-£mployee's health care plan, but acy that few people ever e~i;j-
me11t. and instead of having. under the new one only Aetna enced." The bathroom selaom 
maternity hospitalization cover- will he involved. worked so they used an outhouse 
IDCKE.Y'S._ 
~.p :': 201 ·s. Tioga St,--
"Ithaca, N.Y. 
272-8262 
COLDBIIR 
........ rice. 
•Groceries• Kegs . .,. 
age ·will .be av'ailable on all ._, . I_n the past_ year the Co11e_ge Thirty yards awa! stood tc-i,-
contracts will full benefits just as ~as not received goo? service popular bar, creatmg furthur·· 
. on any other type of hospitaliza- lro~ Blue_ Cross,. with many anxieties about possible conflict-
tion. claim~ h:mg . reJecte_d. By which never really materialized. 
The major medical deduct- ;1orkmg exclusively with Aetna It took outstanding people to 
ihle will continue to be $100 per fhe College hopes to be able to · 
THE Party Supplies 1t Ice . 
u•m• c1eaa Music Store 122 N. Aurora St. 
Open Daily till 1~ p.m. 
- person and $300 per family unit serve the employees better. , F •El• •l:JC 
, r: 
for each calendar year, but under . Part of the increased cost_ to B 
the new program, employees will . the College for this plan will be m ~"}LL -
he able to put their dental neutralized since, unlike the 981\..ee 
expenses towards this, making it current plan, the College will not 
more likely that they will benefit be paying for the Major Medical El · fr • S d h h Th d 
from it. coverage of dependents. ~ is now O renn,g on ay t roug urs ay evenings a 
Take an Education Vacation at RIT. · 
You'll have more than a vacation this summer. 
In one to 11 weeks you can earn undergraduate 
or graduate credit in 
Fine and Applied Arts 
Photography 
Film and TV 
Audiovisual 
Instructional Technology 
Computer Science 
.Humanities 
Communications 
Social Sciences 
Business 
·Mathematics & Statistics 
- -Engineering Technology 
Machine Tool T~chnology 
Science 
and much, much more .. 
Fa~· ~e~istratfon information and, a 1911 
·summer. Session bulle.tin, contact: 
· · RQ~hester l~sti~ute of- Tec~nology 
College of Continuing Ed~cation 
One Lomb Memorial-Urive 
Rochester, NY -14623 
,716/464-2234 - . 
SUPPER MENU in addition to the ReKular Meno 
if~ a"l~-1.50 
m @mon- ifoup ~" YI~ -1.7.'i 
m '(f ele,u: f!/l,tz,fM3 f!/1,e,mou/.ade . 7,5 
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m ~ (,o/om,a4 w 'l-Jtul«;) .'J.2s 
m '(flt.am,~ (.Al,uJvwom,J .f.2.'i 
El ~ Vi!U!f~: }~-v4' 3. 00 
I 
· .C¥Uli/4 2. 7,5 
. . ..Alie/ (.K<>ney, ~ /.i,dk,,t) ,j.()() 
ifjuu;ialae ·:. ::Jloufl!/e ' aux ,o/,tr,mag* -> {fu;u,i ek.«.,x) 8. (/fl 
, ~~~ .. //loufl!le' au 'eilwn (ft<;u-t. <L01z) R.00 
' !£e4- .A(,~ -J.7.5 
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Thi• Department of Politics is pleased to present 
t hi· third _ll·clure in the Spring Marxist-Feminist 
lt·('t ur1• !,(•ril'!,. Professor Rosalyn Baxandall of 
,...;l'N'( al Old \\'e!,thury will speak on "Women 
\\ orJ..er-. in th(• USA. 1890-1976: Emerging Sex and 
( 'la-.-. Con-.ciousness." Her talk will be based on 
mueh of the~·ork she did with historians Linda 
(, rot.on an<l Su:-.an Reverhy for their recently 
puhJi..,hPd hook America's Working Women. 
l'roft·..,!,Or Raxandall has published widely on the 
1-.-.11l' of working \\Omen and the union movement. 
Thi· il'cture i!-. open to the public and we hope you 
11 ill attend. She will speak ori Wednesday, April 
~0th, in Tl'xtor 103 at 8:00 p.m. on t.he ·Ithaca 
( 'olll'g-l' campw,. 
Urgent meeting for the Varsity, Junior Varsity 
Soccer teams to be held Tuesday, April 12 at 3:30 
pm in room P-4 of the gym. Everyone must attend. 
If you cannot attend connect Coach Burt.on. 
S;fUDENT FINANCIAL AID BULLETIN 
In response to the concern voiced by the 
Corporation's Advisory Council and many individu-
al financial 'aid officers, the filing deadline for 
1976-77 .Student Payment Applications has been 
extended from March 31, 1977 to Friday, April 15, 
1977. The Corporation will accept all applications 
postmarked no later than mid~ight, April _15,_ 1977. 
It is important to note that April 15, 1917 -is the. 
deadline for filing applications. This date is not <! 
proces~ing deadline. All applicatio_ns.meeting Ute 
filing deadline will be processed by the Corpora-
tion. This includes all applicants listed on any of 
the,rostecs with a status of "B" or "B,C", i.e. those 
students whose applications are "in review" 1 
pending receipt of additional information and/or 
determinations of independent status .. __ 
The Consumer Federation of America offers four 
unpaid summer internships for ten weeks working 
with lobbyists, researching energy issues, doing 
communications and press work or working with 
state and local citizens and consumer groups. 
Application deadline is April 15. Interested 
students may contacy Mr. Nick Apostola, CFA, 
1012 14th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005. 
Tiu· Death of Innocence, and environmental 
multi-media art piece designed by Ithaca College 
junior Steven Rolleri, will be performed at Ithaca 
College on April 15th at 8:00PM in the dance studio 
of the Ben Light Gym. 
The Death of Innocence discusses the growth, 
development, and manipulation of peoples in 
America's various environments. 
The performance of the piece combines slide 
projections, graphic art, music, and body 
movement. 
Open to the public, and admission is free. 
The Community Service Program is sponsoring 
an informational meeting on Thursday evening, 
April 14, at 7:30 in F 201. This meeting will 
acquaint Ithaca College students with the variety 
of volunteer and field placement opportunities 
available in the community, and with the steps they 
should take to secure a placement. · 
Anyone who is thinking of undertaking commun-
ity service work in connection with independent 
study credits is especially urged to attend the 
meeting. Plans should be laid now for the coming 
term. 
For additional information conta<:t Gail MacColl, 
Community Service Coordinator, at extension 
3311. . 
The Strand Theater:an Ithacan landmark that is 
being restored for use as a live · stJge, needs 
volunteers to help with cleaning and painting, fund_ -
raising, rigging and electrical work. A · summer 
stage crew is also needed. For further information-
contact Gail -(;ail . MacColl, Community· Service 
Coordi1wtor. x3311_._. 
\. 
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·Tips 
-c_or,itroversy 
by S!-'san Laraja and April Tuck 
Members o( the Health Center 
Advisory Committee 
This week the Health Center 
Advisory Committee has come 
up with a list of ten important 
facts concerning birth control. 
We feel that· this list contains -
some necessary information that 
every well-educated college stu-
dent should know. 
1. Diaphragms are tailor-made. 
Lending them _(11,lt gives your 
friend a sense of false security 
and a bundle,of joy. 
2. Taking only one birth control 
pill doesn't make a women 
infertile. It takes about 17 days 
of religiously taking the pill for 
its magic to work. Women 
who've just started taking the 
pill should use other means of 
contraception for the first 17 
days. 
eontinued &om p~. 1 
ment lend ALS $1500 for Cultur-
al Weekend, have the BOC give 
ALS another $1500 to put 
towards a backup ·band at the 
outdoor. concert, and BOC would 
also have to pay back the 
Student Government loan to 
ALS with revenue from the Billy 
Joel tickets. 
The idea of having I ALS 
participate equally with the BOC 
in the outdoor concert did not 
arise originally since the BOC 
was thought to have made 
contractual arrangements with 
the Pure Prarie · League band. 
During the course of the meet-
ing, however, a member of· 
Congress said that the Pure 
Prarie League arrangements !lad 
fallen through and the booking of· 
the concert was now open, which 
led to the idea of ALS participa-
tion. 
Bloom, who was not in 
attendence at the meeting due to 
a decision by BOC Board mem-
bers that it would b'e enough to 
just· have their position state-
ment read, later said that the 
arrangements· with· Pure Prarie 
League had ni>t fallen through, 
and that a contract had been sent . 
to Ithacaq by· the group's niana· 
gers with the understanding that 
May was an acceptable date for 
bo_th parties.. _ 
Bloom said that th.e BOC has 
not yet ·decided how to react to 
Congress' approval of the mo-. 
tion, but resents the ALS 
involvement in the outdoor con-
cert. Speaking on behalf of the 
BOC he said, "We feel that it, is 
our job to select the concerts that 
will appear on. _ campus. · 
Throughtout the year·we have 
been planning for the outdoor--
concert, with the Pure Prarie 
League in mind for quite some 
time." · · 
· Of the accepted motion, 
Pride commented that ALS 
found it acceptable ~nd is willing 
to abide by any decision of the 
Student Government. 
3. · Condoms alone are not 
sufficiently effective as a method 
of contraception. Used with 
foams, creams or )ellies, they ii.re 
very effective. Three important 
facts about condoms: 
Communicaiions Degree 
a. Make sure that the package is 
not overly wrinkled: 
b. Vaseline and condoms do not 
·mix! If necessa~y. use lubricated 
c~ndoms instead. 
· c. If the condom has been 
around for a few months, check 
for wrinkles, holes -or other 
- objects. 
4. DON'T USE RHYTHM!! The 
greatest percentage of risk is 
involved. Minor upsets in daily 
life can alter the ovulation cycle. 
In emergency situations, resort 
-to the·condom and foam method. 
Anything is better .t4~n nothing! 
5. Putting Vaseline on your. 
diaphragm .is ~_ne :!?Uf"C _w..ay, to· 
Where does a degree in 
Communications from an accred-
itted college put a student once 
they have graduated? Mitch 
Davis, a writer for ,ABC's 
Evening News, commented that 
such a background left his 
girlfriend jobless for seven mon-
ths. · 
In the field of broadcasting 
today, as in most of the other 
fields students choose, th_e com-
. petition for jobs is worse than 
ever. The que~tion. is, what wjll 
weigh more heavily ,on a ·resume 
according to the employer, .a 
candidate with a wealth .of 
academics, experience, or both1: 
What'· about the major·., the 
he looks for experience the 
candidate has had i~ or outside 
the college en~ironment. Tobias 
said, however, that a list of 
academic courses is insufficient 
to the type of employment he is 
offering. 
Tobias added that it is impor· 
tant for a student to get as much 
background in a variety of 1 
courses, so as to expand . the 
resources he-or she has to·· work 
from. Tobias, for instance, 
regrets never having taken eco-
nomics or more business courses 
in college. . 
_ necome pregnant. Vaseline dis· 
integrates the rubber, thus leav· 
illg a dangerous hole. · 
· candidate chooses in college and 
possibly, graduate school? 
As· to the best major suited 
to'the field of communications, it 
is ge'rierallj the conse~sus oL 
present day employers that in 
addition to extensive experience, 
a political science or Eni:dish 
- Ii. Recent research has been donO-
on the effect of the pill on breast 
cancer. The pill is not known to 
induce breast cancer in women 
whose relatives have cancer. If 
cancer is present. it will cause a 
spread. · 
7. Although the _IUD ·(intrauter-
ine device) is quite eff~ctive, it . 
does present various side-effects 
(i.e. expulsion, perforation of the 
uterine lining, pain). If .you want 
an IUD, discuss all implications 
with vour doctor. 
8. Y e"ast infections are common 
among women ·using oral contra-
ceptives. If you suspect that you 
have one, see your physician 
immediately. Yeast infections 
can cause internal damage. 
9. Sheer concentration alone will 
not keep you from getting 
pregnant. Mind over'body 
doesn't do the trick! 
10. If you don't already know, 
the Health Center- exists and has 
a staff ready to answer questions 
or· help you out. Everything is 
confidential. so don't be hesitant 
about coming over! . 
Ed Tobias, News Director 
for A Washington; D.C. radio-
station and a graduate of Ithaca 
in H!.70, told communications 
majors at a recent seminar the 
basic qualities he looks for in a 
candidate. 
First, he looks for curiosity 
and self-motivation; an ability for 
the candidate to approach every 
stor:v with a_n op!;!n mind. Then 
major is_ perfectiy acceptable. · 
Although the Communications 
department at Ithaca College 
requires ~ number of liberal _1;1,rts 
courses, students are still some-
- what limited as to the range of 
courses they are exposed to. 
THE PLANTATION 
\: 
L'ilies, Mums 
Gardenias 
Lily-of·\' alley 
Terrariums 
Calceolaria 
Azaleas 
Hydrangea 
Cinceraria 
Hyacinths 
Oaftod 
Cut Flowers 
154 The Commons 273-7231 
·Open Easter Sunday -10-5 ._ 
Delive_ries id Ithaca Open Thurs;_ fl F1i. ti/JI 
oannon· Yos!urt Sale 3 For $1 
$andwhich ~OT The Day 93' __ 
Discount __ Beer PrJces 
con~s._ Shakes: Sundaes 
Danny-Yo Soft Frozen Yoturt Plus Man·y· Other Deli·ltem·s 
- , - '- '\ ' . -
Hours: Qpe~··'til Midnite-Sunday. Thru ~ •u·r.<lay 
. -·- -,_ . -.· -~.. -;- Friday -~· Saturday Til 2AM · 
• .:. ' - • " • • ·, ·: - .: : ,.. • ' • : : .-•• _ ' ' ' ' _~-· - ··_ ~--, • 1' -· 
claooified 
' 
El.JR~- ;~'-,,,""" 
~.,.,. If: (.:~"'~lJ 
l~~n 2 ldr><: ·,. 
'.,·' .,, . ; .. 
. , i .. :l ,, ,; · · ( 800) 325-4867 
,,1 -.1•1 ,.,.,1 11.h,•I ,l\)1·(1 1 
@ Umf ravel Charters • 
t.t_ -'J.',L•...; ~'';:{;{ • 7 ji,\.~J,. ·,t•,.1•,,.,;tJ •,:: ~ 
For Summer Sublet, with optioa·-· F~'- Sa!e - __ _ K~~~ood- _JCK.-910 
· to rent in the fall. A studio Casse~ · Deck. · Has - Dolby, 
·· 'apartment, furnished, and utili- Mic/line mixing, memory rewind 
ties included. $125 a.month. Call and more. Excellent condition. 
273-8456 early mornings or eve· $100. Jon, 272-6519. 
nings. 
n. 
i·foroafe 
DISCOUNT sTEREO r AKING THE LSAT IN JULY? 
EQUIPMENT. A total e.ci.ept . LSAT Review Weekend at the 
In ...a. design &. ~ Treadw~y-Mohawk Inn, 1060 E, 
C-U Seth of "AUl)IO.,o!I£. · Genesee St. Syracuse, NY, July 
lU(llt'. TalcoU Rm. 3ff or call 9 and 10. Call Law Board 
oooElecttion Cort11tmentt 
continued from pg.-4 
listen to what they had to offer •. 
Our table set up in the Union 
from· 9 a.m. to 5 p.m .• Wednes-
day through Friday, and Monday· 
of campaign week, was our 
greatest asset. It was manned a 
majority of the time by a 
candidate, or otherwise by some-
one who knew us well enough to 
answer any questions. 
THE FIN.GER LAKES FROL- 272.9723 or X545. Review Center, collect 1914] 
ICS J?ATING DIRECTORY / 623-4029 or 19141234-3702. $85. 
campus. The Ithacan was right. 
But there are also many people 
who have congratulated us, 
wished us "Good Luck", and have 
offered their support. 
Provides a way to express your IZOD Special group rates for 5 or 
individuality and meet the nicest _LaCost Shirts. SAVE 20%. more. 
people. _Enclose a· 13 cent stamp Re~ly_$18.00. Now $14.40. 
·for.de tads - write Available m: Navy blue, Powder 
' Bo~ 64 Lansing, N. y. blue, Green, Red, White, Yel-
14882 - low, Tan Brown: Sizes: S M L 
XL. Call Andy Liss at 273-9776 
'68 Olds Cutlass. Good Condi- or centrex 686, after 5 PM. 
lion. x3105. 
TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
UNITED Feature Syndicate puzzle. ACROSS force 
' 50 Tie fabric 
1 Arrow 52 Left 
part 54 Normal: 3 
5 Tracts for words 
public use 58 Edifices· 
10 Mr. Tunney 59 Maiden 
14 Opposite of name 
"aweather" designation 
1 5 Empty 60 Decorate 
16 Author 62 ------ Form. 
unknown: Popular 
Abbr. publication 
17 Army VIPS 65 Taverns 
18 Theatrical 67 Active 
backer: In- pastime · 
formal 69 City in 
19 State ot"ir- Judah 
ritation 70 Tedious un-
20 Delight in dertak4ng 
cruelty 71 Hair-raising 
22 Food 72 Nautilus 
seasoning chief 
24 Put into play 73 Weaver's 
25.Notions reed 
27 -----· cri 7 4 Boring 
29 Witness 75 Waste 
32 Fish egg allowance 
mass 
33 Taro root 
·-food .. 
34 Egypt. 
game: Var. 
36Smallcan-
. Q)e·. 
40Ram's-
headed god 
.. 42.Electrical 
-deyice part 
144 ·General at-
mosphere 
45 Make fresh 
· again 
4 7 Drive back 
49WW-llmil. 
2 · l 
14 
17 
20 
DOWN 
1 Purses 
2 Athena ap-
pellation 
3 Role in-· · 
terpretation 
4 Next to 
5 Brain 
membrane: 
2 words 
6 Actress ·--
Margret 
7 From -··· to 
riches 
6 
· answers 
page 13 
8 Roll with the Peter----
hands ~-43 Newspaperman 
9 Vendor 46 Lamented 
10 Oxygen 48 Prayer 
11 Listlessness wheel user 
1 2 Outcry 51 Broke up a 
1 3 Door sign· sentence 
21 Council sit- 53 Retract a 
ting: Abbr. belief 
23 Animal's 54 Military 
gait squads 
26 Senorita·s 55 61 punish-
parent ment 
28 Trim 56 Under ner-
29 On···· with · vous strain 
ao·scholarly ' 5 7 More 
"~,book. . ,,, . ,.mature,, r' ,; 
31 Estimated 61 Greater in· 
35 Drank number 
habitually 63 General 
37 Southpaw ,reputation 
38 Noun end- 64 Cave. Poet 
ing 66 Celestial 
39 Remove for- _ regions 
cibly 68 Narrow inlet 
41 Pianist 
7 ~ 9 \2 13 
oooVincentt 
continued T 7; Q ';t 
from page 6 f" ~ Gfl 
Ed Vincents trip is not spent 
entirely handling official· busin-
ess for he is booked day and 
night for appointments with 
frit•nds from Ithaca. Despite his 
physical distance from the Ithaca 
campus, J<~d's years of teaching 
have accumulated thousands of 
... tudents--many of which are 
anxious to see him during his 
bril'f stay: 
One London Center alumnus 
~aid while waiting to see Ed, "He 
was like the principal of a little· 
l<~lcmentary school; everyone • 
knew him, everyone liked him: 
Lansing 
I can speak for all the 
incoming officers of the execu-
tive Board, when I say that we 
are very aware of the great deal 
of apathy that exists on this 
It is important that the stu-
dent body keep an open mind as 
to the future of Student Gov-
ernment. The road ahead is a 
long one, but we arc optimistic of 
the future and are in need of your 
support. 
Melanie Casciano 
Business '78 
~ ~ffi ~ 
CAung /Jtee 
AMERICAN & CHINESE REST AU RANT 
• COCKTAIL'.S 
• ORDERS TO TAKE OUT 
124 CODDINGTON ROAD 
ITHACA, N. Y. 14850 
TEL. (607) 273-1234 
. o,t: lti.on, OFF 1: \ ,w1 ~-\I \11.E nu;1n l"l II'\ O'\ I Cl t tll!lll'\t, I ti'\ 1(0 \II 
Disco,unt Liquor 
-EASTER SALE 
, MARQU_~~~- ~p AN~H ).llilt _WHITE, ,ROSE ............... $ .99 fifth 
.. BQN.FRERE FR,ENCH RED., WHITE, ROSE ................ $1.49 fifth 
LEONE LAMBRUSCO. •.•..... ~·.~.:~ ... ~:~ .... ::~~ .•. ~~ .. ~ .. ;~ ... ;~~~~~ .. -~ .•..•.. $ ~9'9 fifth 
NAVIGATOR PORTUGUESE ROSE ................................ $ .9~ fifth· 
PEDRIZETTI CALIF· ZINFANDEL ROSE ..................... $2.39 ¼ J?:B~ ~: 
PEDRIZETTI CAtIF· CABERNET SAUVIGNON ....... $1.65 fifth 
PEDRIZETTI CALIF· CABERNET SAUVIGNON ....... $2.89 ½~al 
BONESIO ESTATE BOTTLED 1970 CABERNET ..... $2.39 fifth 
IMPERIAL MONOPOLE N·Y·S· CHAMPAGNE ........... $2.59 fifth 
AND COLD DUCK ............ $5.19 mae;. 
•••••••••••••.• ~ •••••••.•••••••••.•.•••••.•••••• $ .50 6oz. 
~HECKOV YODKA ............... -;-; •..••........•........... ~ ........•..•.............. $3.85 qt. 
TUDOR GIN' ................................................................................. $3.85 qt. 
MONUMENT ALS FINEST BLEND ...................................... $3.85 qt. 
KE~ B~IDGE BLEND ............................................................ $3.99 qt. 
LANSING 
DISCOUNT LIQUOR 
Pyramid Mall 
"Spirit and Wine Shop" 
Mon.-Sat. 9:30-10 
257- 5675 
ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO SUPPLY: 
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES 
Rockin' and. Rollin' 
\ 
' j. -· 
j_l'~~:.~:: ... r' ~ .... :., ·:: - _·. ~. ; -: . .' ~ - . ' ····-.J~rrace Dinini~Hall . .. - . '" .... ., 
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GRAFF:1-Tt·-_ ·ANYO·N:-"_:~ -? : 
Being as yearbooks usually plop off\f t ~ · 
. press around mid-September' c$. ~"-"#;; 
(and some later than that, though'we/~<i.J 
shant mention names), · - · , 
the -·etiring senior class_ usually·. 
never has a chance to get that 
.last word in edgewise,· ·, 
to scribble that last goOdbye. 
Now there is a chance. -
ON TH_URSDAY, FRIDAY,.ANO SATURDAY, 
(APRIL 14, .15, -nd 18) . 
FROM 11A.M. TO 4P.M. IN.TH-E E.GBERT UNION_,_ 
THE 1977 CA YUGAN WILL LET YOU -. 
EXPRESS YOURSELF,.FOR GOOD OR FOR BAD, 
ON THE·-1977 'CAYUGAN--G-RAFFITI .PAGE.···-, -
. . 
WRITE NOW, WINCE LATER. -
THE 1977 C.AYUGAN GRAFFITl'·PAGE WILL. 
APPEAR VERBATIM IN THE 
(YOU GUESSED IT) 1977 CA YUGAN. 
(KEE-PIT .CLEAN, GOD .ls-···wATCHING). 
So le:¼- ou-t- -+ho~ lo() pe.~+-u f' ,A ~-.s fr'a.t ; 0 ..:S ... 
SA~ 1-Ktlo. · . 
·SA':\6-co!bfe. 
SA'i YE.S -te· o. f, if.W\d - ' 
S·f\, ~o +o o. \lt.te. n~ire. (o.\,tN..(.~l¼.~\ .. ~-
.SA.'t SO~<L nici.+i(.S t&-th:A.t ·re.\udo.n+ c.vtie.. in: ps'Cc.~. t~a ... ·· 
SAq S~ \i:f\p~+tif~ i'b ~-t· loA3'\. ~{t.cto in ~-3"'5. 
s·A~ AN'ffH,Af~; 
~f S A'i SOIWlf',-KING-/ 
..... 
- . ' . .. . - . 
: THE -1977 · CAYUGAN _· 
t ,, • . . GRAFFITI . PA-G;E •. , _· .. 
/-, -SOMETHING. T~O::;·SHO-W ~TH~E---G-RA-N:D·K.ID.S •. 
?~" . • • ' , • ' "• , ' ·- ' • , • '• 0 ' I ' ~ ,• • , ,, 1 ~ • • ' I• ~ - ' " • 
i · ' . ,·_'. ,,, ': · ·.\, ,,. :. . .· . . '. ' ' "~ "~· --·~-:~·,,_:·~-:.-;::·:: ·:~·- r-~-~~~~:::~?:t~t~·~:r:r~~·~~~--~:r\::~~;:.~~-'.:.·'~~·:~~:~r~:.\{,,.~ 
